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It’s going to be a long day.  Your CT suites are fully booked.  Suddenly and 
unexpectedly, a tube fails.  What do you do?  Call Dunlee.  

For over 60 years, we’ve provided OEM-quality CT, Cardio and Radiographic replacement 

tubes for imaging facilities that can’t afford to wrestle with downtime.  Whether you rely 

on in-house clinical engineering, an independent service team, or OEM multi-vendor service, 

we guarantee satisfaction with 24/7 customer care and significant savings on every tube.  

Dunlee tubes – the quality you expect, the savings you need – for any system, any brand.
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BUYING
The word is out.  For new, used, and refurbished medical equipment, see Drand first if you’re looking to buy.   

SELLING
The word is spreading. Drand will buy it with no hassles.  We come to you, and pack, crate, and ship it — 
so it’s easy for you. 

NEW  USED  REFURBISHED
Anesthesia Machines, Beds And Stretchers, Defibrillators, Electrosurgical Units, Endoscopy, Infant Care, Infusion 
Pumps, Laboratory, Radiology, Ventilators, Sterilizers, Surgical Instruments, Surgical Lights, Surgical Microscopes, 
Surgical Tables, Vital Signs Monitors, and much more.

CALL TODAY! 866.469.0501

DRAND IS THE BRAND.



Hitachi makes it easy to keep your 
system up-to-date and running 
smooth, in addition to advancing 
your facility with its site accredita-
tion and marketing support. 

Compare and Call!

you deserve

Service Hitachi Your 
Service

Flexible Coverage/Pricing Alternatives

Quarterly Uptime Guarantee

OEM-certified & Tested Parts

30-minute Guaranteed Phone Response

2-hour Guaranteed Onsite Response

Unlimited Coil Replacements

OEM-trained Service Engineers

OEM-trained Technical Phone Support

Site Accreditation Assistance

Unlimited Onsite Applications Visits

Applications Helpline Support

Market Assessment Tools

Advertising Campaign Assistance

Can you afford system downtime?

Are you concerned about 
optimized image quality?

Are you getting factory-certified 
replacement parts?

Call 800.800.3106, ext. 2902 or email servicecontracts@hitachimed.com
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‘Tis the season
The holiday season is upon us 
and the year is coming to a close. 
Around this time, people have a 
tendency	 to	 reflect	 on	 what’s	 go-
ing on in their lives.  Many also get 
into the “holiday spirit” by tapping 
into their charitable natures. This 
month’s cover story focuses on 
some individuals and organizations 
that exhibit that nature year-round.

I invite you to take a trip with the doctors, nurses and other 
professionals who donate their time and skills to make a differ-
ence in the lives of those in need no matter what date is on the cal-
endar. I realize the DOTmed News audience has an abundance 
of talented individuals and I hope the charitable surgery article will 
inspire others to take action or share their own stories.

Other stories we’ll share with you this month include industry 
sector	reports	on	defibrillators,	medical	trailers,	hospital	furniture	
and medical freight. A feature on medical tourism will be available 
exclusively online as will our regular columns “This Month in Medi-
cal History” and “Medical Museum.” 

Meanwhile, on the home front, DOTmed itself is putting the 
finishing	touches	on	a	soon-to-be	released	virtual	tradeshow	(de-
tails soon).

Finally, on the literal home front, in early November I received 
a personal introduction to some of the medical equipment we cover 
every month in the pages of DOTmed Business News as my wife 
Jodie gave birth to our baby boy Sam. I’m also getting introductions 
to diaper changing and a marked lack of sleep and the strange real-
ization that I’m totally alright with that. What a year it’s been!

Until next issue!
Sean Ruck

Editor-in-Chief
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Upcoming Events
Anti-Aging Conference & Exhibition
Dec. 9 –11
Las Vegas, Nev.

Medifest India
Dec. 10 – 12
New Delhi, India

Pharmaceutical Expo
Dec. 17 – 19
Karnataka, India

Health & Wellness Expo
Jan. 1 – 2
Greenville, S.C.

HealthCare Informatics Middle East
Jan. 3 – 5
Jordan

Finnish Medical Convention & 
Exhibition
Jan. 10 – 13
Helsinki, Finland

Biotech Showcase
Jan. 10 – 12
San Francisco, Calif.

The Unfors Concept

Accurate result Pocket sized10s to learn

www.unfors.com

Unfors Instruments, Inc.
48 Anderson Avenue, Suite 1
New Milford, CT 06776, USA

Phone: (866) 4UNFORS
 +1 (860) 355-2588
Fax: +1 (860) 350-2664
E-mail: info@unfors.com

The Unfors Xi, now in its Platinum Edition, is a complete 
system for diagnostic x-ray multi-parameter measurements 
on all modalities. This includes Radiography, Fluoroscopy, 
Mammography, Dental and CT. Added options include separate 
detectors for luminance and illuminance measurements and 
radiation scatter or leakage measurements, both of which can 
be quickly attached to the Unfors Xi. For reporting purposes, 
the new Unfors QA View software is now available.

    All designed to increase your       
   accuracy and productivity!

Flexible reporting software

One meter – all applications

Truly easy to use

[Editor’s note: both letters are in response to the article “Medi-
care reimbursement cuts — a good thing?” which can be read 
by entering DM14683 into the search window on www.DOT-
med.com]

Doctors to become an endangered species?
A 25 percent cut for many physicians digs below their margin. 
Many are in a situation where the overhead-to-gross ratio is 
already in the 80 percent range. The habits may be curtailed, 
but there won’t be access to good or bad habits. How can it be 
a good thing if doctors are the new greeters at WalMart?

Kind regards, 
Maria K Todd, MHA PhD 

CEO, Mercury Healthcare
 

 
Judge individually
I thought collective punishment was both illegal and im-
moral. Why should all providers be punished? 

Dr. Brian Goldstein

Correction:
Scott Simmons of Platinum Medical Imaging, Deerfield Park, 
Fla. was inadvertently omitted from the MRI Coil directory 
in last month’s edition of DOTmed Business News.



21 - 1051 Baxter Road 
Ottawa, Ontario K2C 3P1
andamedical.com
sales@andamedical.com

Selling Your Equipment 
Should Be Easy.

With ANDA Medical, It Is.
Firm Quotes in 48 Hours  Top Dollar Paid  Same Day Payment Available

ANDA Medical makes selling used equipment and idle assets easy 
because we’re serious buyers – and we pay top dollar, and pay 
promptly.

We’ve built relationships with hospitals across North America.  Call 
us to discuss your current inventory, or soon-to-be decommissioned 
sytems, and discover the ANDA Medical difference.

We would also be happy to sell you one of our high-quality 
refurbished units.

Bone Density
C-Arms
CT Scanners
Mammography
MRI Scanners
O/R Lights
O/R Tables
Ultrasound
Ventilators
X-ray

Call today:  613-726-7811
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FDA panel recommends  
approval for skin cancer 
detection device
A U.S. Food and Drug Administration ad-
visory panel voted 8-7, with one panelist 
abstaining from the vote, to recommend 
approval for MelaFind, a pioneering skin 
cancer detection system.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14839

Insurers ponied up $86M to 
squash health reform
Health insurers forked over $86.2 million 
to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce last 
year to thwart health reform legislation, 
according to a Bloomberg report.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14811

FDA sets eyes on revamping 
external defibrillator safety
The agency’s new initiative will focus on 
developing safer and more effective ex-
ternal	defibrillators	through	enhanced	de-
sign and manufacturing practices.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14796

Cleveland Clinic investigates 
blood test for concussions
Researchers say they’re developing a 
blood test that can accurately determine 
if a patient has a concussion for a fraction 
of the cost of a CT head scan.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14777

Hospitals face bloodsucking 
parasites
According to a series of news reports, 
health care centers around the country 
are	finding	unwelcome	visitors	under	the	
sheets: bedbugs.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14571 

in case you missed it...
Every month DOTmed News covers hundreds of medical and health care 

stories with topics including: medical breakthroughs, research, equip-

ment, procedures, legislation and more online at www.DOTmed.com. 

The following pages offer just a glimpse of some of the stories covered 

in the past 30 days. To read any of these stories in their entirety, visit the 

website, click on a search window and type in the letters “DM” and the 

number following. 

Visit 
http://www.dotmed.com/news/ 

and register to receive our 
weekly e-news. 

Get the latest news worth 
knowing directly to your inbox 

every Thursday. 

Call (866) 828-1800
Mention Special Code “MAG” 
for Exclusive Pricing!  

The Direct Source
                     for Ultrasound

GE Voluson
730

Siemens
Acuson
x300

  Stocking Dealer

  Ultrasound Machines, 
  Tranducers & Parts

  New, Demo, 
  Reconditioned & Pre-Owned

  Service & Warranty

   Stocked brands:  Siemens, 
 GE, HP, Philips, Sonosite

MedCorp, LLC    5735 Benjamin Center Dr.    Tampa, FL 33634 
(866) 828-1800    www.medcorpllc.com    info@medcorpllc.com 
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Radiologist wins $4 million 
settlement against hospital
After a three-year legal battle, a Mon-
tana radiologist won a $4 million settle-
ment against a hospital he accused of 
illegally breaching his contract by revok-
ing his hospital privileges.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14760

Feds clear FDA device 
group of misconduct
For the second time this year, federal 
inspectors have cleared the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration of any wrong-
doing over allegations that agency of-

ficials	bullied	 reviewers	who	 refused	 to	
approve medical devices they thought 
unsafe, according to the Associated 
Press.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14747

Feds award $34 million to 
fight HAIs
The Agency for Healthcare Research 
and Quality, a branch of the U.S. De-
partment of Health and Human Servic-
es, said in early Nov. it was giving $34 
million in grants to fund about 22 HAI-
related projects.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14713

Merge Healthcare names 
new CEO
Merge Healthcare, a health IT and interop-
erability solutions company, announced 
the appointment of Jeffery A. Surges as 
the company’s CEO early last month.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14738

Patient data breaches cost 
providers $6 billion per 
year 
Patient information data breaches cost 
health care organizations nearly $6 bil-
lion on an annual basis but 70 percent of 
entities say protecting patient data is not 
a top priority, according to a Ponemon In-
stitute benchmark study released Nov. 9.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14740

Insurer counts nurses as 
primary care providers 
Nurse practitioners are now able to 
participate in CareFirst BlueCross 
BlueShield networks as independent 
primary care providers, the insurer an-
nounced early last month

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14728

Supreme Court rejects first 
challenge to health care 
law 
The	U.S.	Supreme	Court	rejected	the	first	
challenge to President Barack Obama’s 
health care law Nov. 8, an appeal from a 
former Republican state lawmaker from 
California.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14733

Screening with CT scans 
prevents lung cancer 
deaths
A	massive	 federal	 study	offers	 the	first	
solid proof that screening patients for 
lung cancer with CT scans can help dra-
matically reduce cancer deaths.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14691

FDA eases approval of digi-
tal mammography devices 
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
announced early last month the reclas-
sification	 of	 digital	 mammography	 sys-
tems from Class III to Class II devices, 
moving them from a high-risk to a medi-
um-risk	classification.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14692
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Breakthrough implants  
‘reawaken’ blind eyes
The ability of blind patients to identify 
objects and, in other tests, read letters 
and combine them into words points to 
the success of the subretinal implant de-
veloped by a German-based company 
Retina Implant AG and tested at the 
University of Tuebingen.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14673

MRI could help clock time 
of stroke
A drug that can save stroke patients’ 
lives but only has a narrow window of 
use could be more widely applied thanks 
to guidance offered by MRI scans of the 
brain, according to a new study.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14669

McKesson to buy U.S. On-
cology in $2.16B deal
McKesson Corp., a health IT powerhouse 
and the nation’s biggest drug distributor, 
said Nov. 1 it would buy closely held on-
cology-services company U.S. Oncology 
for a cash deal valued at $2.16 billion.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14651

GE buys Israeli maker of 
nuclear medicine detectors
GE Healthcare said Nov. 1 it was buying 
Orbotech Medical Solutions Ltd., a sub-
sidiary of Israeli business Orbotech Ltd. 
and a producer of the nuclear medicine 
detectors used in some of its SPECT 
scanners, for up to $14 million.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14658

Hospital IT employee goes 
to prison for identity theft 
A former hospital IT employee was sen-
tenced to a year and a day in prison for 
illegally obtaining and misusing medical 
personnel’s private information, accord-
ing	to	the	U.S.	Attorney’s	Office,	North-
ern District of California.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14653

Stryker nabs Boston Scien-
tific’s neurovascular division
Stryker Corp. announced Oct. 28 it will 
pay $1.5 billion cash for Boston Scien-
tific	 Corp.’s	 neurovascular	 business,	 a	
deal which has been rumored to be in 
the works since August.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14633

Number of patients getting 
RT on the rise
The number of patients undergoing radia-
tion therapy for cancer has been increas-
ing an average of 7 percent per year, 
according to a recent study from market 
research	firm	IMV,	with	one-third	of	thera-
py sites looking to buy new equipment.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14634

Portable breast scanner 
detects tumors in a second
Women may now be able to determine 
whether they have a breast tumor in a 

matter of a second, using a new porta-
ble scanning device, based on radio fre-
quency technology, according to a study 
out of the University of Manchester.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14623

‘Superbug’ on the rise in 
Chicago-area hospitals
Deadly strains of bacteria resistant to 
most forms of antibiotics have been 
spreading around Chicagoland, accord-
ing to a new report.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14603

What’s The Right Price For This Imaging Equipment?

Call Your Bay Shore Specialist – And Know For Sure.

1-800-471-1189
www.bayshore-medical.com

JOHN KOLLEGGER: MRI Sales      
(800) 471- 1189 EXT. 120

LISA MURPHY: PET/Nuclear Medicine Sales 
(Except Adac, Siemens, Digirad)
(800) 471- 1189 EXT. 110

GARY MIDGEN: PET/Nuclear Medicine Sales    
(Nuc Med: Adac, Siemens, Digirad, 
Bone Densitometers, Treadmills)
(800) 471- 1189 EXT. 160

DON TIEDEMANN: MRI Sales     
(800) 471- 1189 EXT. 250

PHIL EBEL: X-Ray Sales: C-Arms, Rad & R/F, 
Mammo, Cath & Angio Labs, CR, Portable X-Rays
(800) 471- 1189 EXT. 310
 

 
JACK COLON: CT Sales (GE & Elscint)    
(800) 471- 1189 EXT. 320
 
STAN ISAACSON: CT Sales 
(Siemens, Marconi, Picker, Toshiba, etc) 
(800) 471- 1189 EXT. 260 

SUSAN BOZINOS: Ultrasound Sales, 
Laser Cameras, Processors
(800) 471- 1189 EXT. 360
 
YOLANDA PENA: South America Sales    
(800) 471- 1189 EXT. 300

INDU CHAUHAN: Europe/Asia Sales    
(800) 471- 1189 EXT. 140

JOSEPH ZELAYA: Central America Sales    
(800) 471-1189  EXT. 390

We are the largest buyers & sellers of 
Pre-Owned Imaging Equipment in the U.S.
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New Rigel analyser for 
electrosurgical devices
The speed and ease of electrical safety 
testing of electrosurgical devices is sig-
nificantly	improved	with	the	new	377	high	
performance analyser from medical test 
instrumentation specialists Rigel Medical. 

The Rigel 377 features a range of 
easy-to-use custom settings, including 
a variety of test sequences and power 
distribution curves which make testing 
faster, easier and more accurate. 

Compliant with IEC 60601-2-2*, it is 
capable of checking to within high degrees 
of accuracy the correct and safe perfor-
mance of electrosurgical devices during 
routine, type and production line testing.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14725

RF Surgical pioneers 
detection and prevention 
of RFOs in surgery with 
its generation RF Assure 
Detection System
RF Surgical Systems, Inc.’s RF Assure 
Detection System Model 200 is a next 
generation platform, powered by RF 
Surgical’s market-leading radio-fre-
quency detection technology, featur-
ing an ingenious automatic detection 
mat for “hands-free” patient scanning, 
a touchscreen color display, a new 
patient data recording module and a 
powerful processor. 

The RF Assure Detection Sys-
tem offers surgical teams reassurance 
during wound closure that no missing 
sponges are unintentionally left inside 
the patient.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14682

Microline Surgical launches LapFinger finger  
activated laproscopic instrument
Microline	Surgical,	announced	the	launch	of	its	LapFinger	finger	activated	
laparoscopic instrument. LapFinger mimics the ultimate dissection tool - the 
human	index	finger	-	enabling	surgeons	to	dissect	with	confidence,	retract	
with strength and palpate with feel. 

Modeled	after	 the	anatomical	structure	of	 the	human	finger,	Microline’s	
LapFinger is a 5mm reposable instrument that provides safety, ease of use 
and versatility to facilitate advanced general surgical and gynecological pro-
cedures.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14677
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Carestream’s CR mammo feature gets FDA OK
Carestream Health recently announced that its mammography feature for 
computed radiography systems received U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
approval, making it only the second such system approved by the agency. 

The	technology	lets	radiologists	convert	film-based	X-ray	systems	into	
digital ones without having to replace the acquisition unit.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14702

Lighthouse announces EndoLume Endoscope 
System Illumination Tester
Endolume is a portable handheld device that measures the luminous 
intensity of endoscopic system light sources as well as light transmis-
sion	through	light	cables	and	rigid	or	flexible	endoscopes.	

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14832  

Scandia brings cost-effective options 
to imaging marketplace
Scandia Corporation has gained approval from the Food 
and Drug Administration for a new planar camera that 
adds momentum to an industry-wide drive to improve the 
cost-effective use of equipment in nuclear medicine. 

The Scandia-45 Planar Gama Camera - a high reso-
lution, SFOV digital camera for thyroid, heart, mammos-
cintigraphy and small organs imaging - gained FDA ap-
proval in August.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14717

GE Healthcare announces FDA clearance of  
CARESCAPE monitor B650 Patient Monitor
The	CARESCAPE(TM)	Monitor	B650,	is	a	flexible	patient	monitoring	solution	that	
supports	efficient	clinical	decision-making.	The	CARESCAPE	Monitor	B650	 im-
proves data integration and connectivity by directly linking to the GE Healthcare 
CARESCAPE portfolio of monitoring products—including the latest bedside, cen-
tral station and transport monitors—as well as existing GE Healthcare monitors 
and peripheral third-party devices.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14678
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Health Care 
Chronicles

Helping developing countries get radiology ready 
By Ronald de Jong

Many people in developing countries are 
dying prematurely because they lack 
access to the high-tech equipment the 

developed world takes for granted – mammogra-
phy that helps doctors spot lethal cancers while 
there’s still time for treatment, or even nuclear 
medicine exams to help them see if the heart is 
strong and healthy.  

That’s partly why many in the developed 
world generously donate medical equipment to 
hospitals and clinics in the Global South badly 
in need of advanced imaging systems. But do-
nations, while laudable, often aren’t enough. 
Unfortunately, this potentially life-saving 
equipment sometimes sits idle, unused and even 
unpacked in the box it was shipped in.

Why? For much of the developing world, 
the problem isn’t just one of radiology access. 
It’s one of radiology readiness. That is, many 
countries lack the trained personnel and even 
energy infrastructures necessary to make use of 
donated goods. 

Take Liberia, a country on the west coast 
of Africa with 3.5 million people. According to 
Dr. Daniel J. Mollura, the founder of the non-
profit RAD-AID International, you could count 
the number of X-ray technicians in the entire 
public sector on your hands – there are only six 
nationwide. The situation is similarly dire in 
other African nations. In Uganda, there are only 
30 radiologists in the whole country, meaning 
the ratio is one radiologist per 1 million people. 
By contrast, in the United States, the ratio is one 
radiologist per 100,000 people, according to the 
American College of Radiology. 

This lack of trained personnel puts a huge 
burden on these systems. In Jordan, for instance, 
a relatively well-off and developed country, the 
average wait time for an MRI scan is nearly 8 
months, because of significant backlogs.

But it’s not just a human problem. It’s also 
a technical one. Some technical conditions need 
to be in place for advanced imaging equipment 
to work: quite simply, you need to have power. 
It sounds very basic, but you wouldn’t believe 
the issues we face in some parts of China and 
India, or Russia for that matter, where you have 
regular power outages. 

This is why Philips has been collaborating 
with RAD-AID, Project HOPE and local groups 
to run Radiology Readiness assessments, to help 
make sure rural clinics, hospitals and doctors’ of-

fices – the typical recipients of aid – are ready 
to embrace radiology. For example, site readi-
ness checks for an MRI means ensuring there’s 
a dedicated room that’s climate-treated, and that 
the staff on-hand has the know-how to make the 
best use of the technology. Training can be Web-
based, or better yet, through exchange programs 
with developed world universities and hospitals. 

Radiology readiness can even lead to 
life-changing, real-world affects. Recently, 
Philips, in cooperation with Project HOPE and 
the China’s Ministry of Health, set up a breast 
cancer screening program in China.

Breast cancer is a big issue in that country. 
Sadly, when Chinese women receive a breast 
cancer diagnosis, the cancer is already quite ad-
vanced, usually in stage 3 or 4. The likelihood 
that they’ll survive is low. And advanced cancers 
require advanced treatments like heavy surgery, 
radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Their toll is both 
emotional and financial. In fact, nearly a third of 
Chinese say health care costs are one of the main 
factors driving them into poverty. 

So, for our program, we offer equipment, fi-
nancial support and training. Each aspect is key: 
the donation of time and knowledge is as signifi-
cant as that of high-priced machines. And in the 
end, it’s worth it. By the time the program wraps 
up in the next three years, we are aiming to have 
trained 1,000 doctors in approximately 400 rural 
hospitals. More importantly, the goal is that al-
most 1.2 million Chinese women will have been 
screened for breast cancer – free of charge.

And Philips continues to look into ways to 
improve radiology readiness and access in rural 
China. With our partner, the Chinese Society of 
Cardiology, we’re setting up chest pain clinics 
across the country. Already, we have four pilots 
running. As chest pain can indicate a severe un-
derlying disease, we could help detect problems 
before they become untreatable.  

These efforts aren’t just humanitarian. 
For the countries helped, they have a huge eco-
nomic impact. China is expected to lose in the 
short-term nearly $500 billion in income due 
to heart disease alone. In so far as radiology 
readiness can help people live longer and more 
productive lives, it’s good for growth, too.   

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14859

Ronald de Jong is General Manager, Emerg-
ing Markets for Philips Healthcare. 
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De-inStAll, CrAting, 
rigging 

AnD Freight 
Successfully getting larger 

pieces of pre-owned medical 
equipment from point A to 
point B requires de-installa-
tion, rigging, crating, transport 

and a few steps repeated once the piece 
arrives on site. Although many companies 
provide all of these services, each part of 
the equation is critical and provides its 
unique challenges.

Those challenges are even greater 
when point A and point B are separated 
by international borders and oceans.

Lynn Larsen, director of marketing 
for Diggins and Rose Moving Systems, 
explains that customers are not always 
aware of the size limitations in overseas 
containers.

“As international machinery movers, 
we are particularly sensitive to sizes and 
weights. All too often equipment designers 
and manufacturers assume that a particular 
machine or crate will fit into a 20’ or 40’ 
standard or high cube overseas container 
without taking into account the interior 
and door dimensions of these containers,” 
she says. “The result is that the machine or 
equipment is required to be either shipped 
by flat rack or air-freighted— a much more 
expensive option.”

It really is a game of inches and 
missing by even one can be a very costly 
mistake, so it’s important that companies 
determine exactly what the dimensions of 
a machine or piece of equipment will be 
and educate customers on the difficulties 
that exist with shipping internationally by 
ocean. 

“We also encourage our customers to 
modularize where possible,” Larsen says.  
“For example, designing and building a 
long and wide automation assembly line 
so that it can be easily disassembled into 
practical-sized sections for shipping.”

According to Todd Partridge, vice 
president of MoveIt Specialized Logis-
tics, international regulatory changes are 
always a challenge in transporting medi-
cal equipment.

In 2010, the Transportation Security 
Administration implemented 100 percent 
cargo screening, and to compensate for 
the added expenses, many air cargo com-
panies have added a security surcharge, or 
just a general rate increase.  

MoveIt specializes in “white glove” 
medical equipment shipping, including 

By Keith Loria

Tips on  
getting there
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shipment preparation, inside pickup and 
delivery, and trucking and air freight. 

 “On the trucking side, the Sur-
face Transportation Board has enacted 
tougher Hours of Service laws, which 
cut driver hours, and now include ser-
vice hours like loading and unloading. 
This means ultimately, fewer driving 
hours and leads to a general increase in 
costs,” Partridge says. “As a TSA au-
thorized Indirect Air Carrier, that also 
[translates to] additional procedures.”

“The TSA and Department of Home-
land Security are constantly considering 
and reconsidering the government man-
dated security programs to keep bombs 
off of aircraft,” says Diane Gibson, presi-
dent & CEO of Craters & Freighters. “A 
big issue in the industry today is cargo 
security as it concerns air freight. This is-
sue will become more critical in light of 
the Yemen bomb plots.”

Chaz Beadling, owner of American 
X Ray Equipment Sales & Service, says 
import laws are changing every day and 
it’s important to stay on top of them all.

Based on the new regulations, air-
freight companies must now be inspect-
ed by TSA personnel for compliance 
and must undergo security training.

“Only ‘known shippers’ can ship 
goods on passenger aircraft and to qual-
ify, site inspection and paperwork [is 
necessary], including proper personal 
ID,” Partridge says. “Without this, a 
same-day air shipment is not possible.”

FedEx — on the map and 
across the globe
As the leading worldwide carrier of goods, 
FedEx also provides services focused on 
transporting medical equipment. 

“For shipments outside the U.S., ev-
ery country is a little different about what 
they will require for customs clearance,” 
says Carl Asmus, vice president of mar-
keting with FedEx HealthCare Solu-
tions. “Some countries require an import 
license and/or health department permit 
for medical equipment, while others just 
require a commercial invoice.”

Internationally, FedEx HealthCare 
Solutions offers an express option using 
air or, for less time-sensitive shipments, 
ocean freight options.

Although the standard maximum 
dimensions for a FedEx Express Freight 

shipment are 119”L x 80”W x 70”H and 
a weight of 2,200 pounds, shipments 
can be heavier if dimensions are kept 
flexible, depending on the positioning 
with the aircraft. 

“For example, FedEx has moved 
20,000 pound magnets for an MRI, and 
we have moved pieces that are well 
over what may be considered a standard 
size,” Asmus says.

“FedEx also tries to reduce pack-
aging by having vehicles with, straps, 
load-locking bars and power lift gates 
to ensure safe securement and transport 
of each shipment,” Asmus says. 

Build relationships 
Mary Fowler, director of new business 
development for The Espie Service 
Group, has dealt with FedEx to assist 
with a huge project for domestic ship-
ping, international shipping on small 
packages and also palletized freight.  

“They were ‘Johnny on the spot’ 
and came to meet with me, made us a 
great offer and discount and their effort 

will earn them $500,000 in new business 
next year partnering with us,” Fowler 
says. “Networking is the only way to 
operate and remain competitive.”

As Gold Medallion members of the 
World Cargo Alliance, MoveIt relies on 
its agent partners in other countries to ad-
vise them on pertinent regulations, as they 
ship to more than 206 different countries.

“Tariffs, duties, certificates and oth-
er import and export procedures change 
regularly.  On the U.S. side, our customs 
brokerage partners keep us abreast of re-
quirements,” Partridge says. “The best 
advice I have for an international shipper 
is to find someone knowledgeable that 
you trust and stick with them. Interna-
tional shipping is a good case-in-point 
where mistakes can cost a lot of money.  
If you have a good relationship with your 
forwarder, they will have your best inter-
est at heart, instead of trying to make 
money on a one-time transaction.”

When it comes to crating, most 
agree the biggest challenge is getting 
the customer to provide exact details 
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worldwide turnkey imaging 
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selling and relocating your 
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and dimensions of the items needing to 
be crated. Another issue is the different 
methods and durability of the crating.

“Product being moved by air needs 
a far better crate as it is handled multiple 
times, by the trucking company and by 
the airlines and the airlines are much 
harder on the equipment than anyone 
else,” Fowler says. “When it is going by 
sea, it is handled one time after the crat-
ing—into the container—and there it sits 
until it arrives at the destination port.”

With sea freight, especially impor-
tant for delicate medical equipment, 

there is an option of a vapor barrier 
to protect the unit from the elements, 
spray, sea air and even leaks onboard 
the ship.  

“It is a sad state of affairs when a 
$150,000 MRI arrives at a destination 
ruined because someone covered it with 
shrink wrap and put it in a crate they made 
themselves with treated lumber from 
Lowe’s or Home Depot,” Fowler says. 

Avoid fly- or drive-by-night 
companies
Users of medical equipment transpor-

tation services should be aware that 
there is no shortage of truckers to move 
freight between points, but experts warn 
that many of these have been, or will be 
in business for relatively short-term pe-
riods of time.

“They attempt to capture available 
shipments with whatever technique 
seems to work for them at the time—
over-commitment on transit time, cargo 
protection, illogical pricing,” says Jack 
Kendrick, director of medical transport 
for Specialty Moving System/Atlas Van 
lines. “Based on the needs and objec-
tives of the customer, such sources are 
typically successful only on a random 
basis. But for ongoing and consistent 
damage-free, on-time, local or cross-
country transportation with inside deliv-
ery and placement, the number of avail-
able providers narrows dramatically.”
 
Transport trends good  
and bad
Unfortunately for the industry as a 
whole, the fuel surcharge is a burden 
shared by everyone from the trucking 
company or owner operator, to the deal-
er or manufacturer and ultimately by the 
customer.

“All of the leading transportation 
indexes point to increased freight de-
mand. Orders for shipping containers, 
drivers, and trucks are all increasing,” 
Partridge says. “This presents both a 
challenge and an opportunity. The chal-
lenge is to keep prices down for our cus-
tomers as prices increase. The oppor-
tunity is being able to provide service 
when resources are stretched.”

“There are so many advancements 
in medical technology and equipment, 
we just have to stay on top of them, 
and find the safest way to move, install, 
and de-install them,” says Steve Lewis, 
owner of Brandon Transfer & Storage 
Co., a full-service medical mover.

“I have noticed [for example] that 
more animal clinics are getting sophisti-
cated equipment such as MRIs.”

Gibson is also seeing more of a de-
mand for environmentally friendly ways 
to ship goods.  

“Our industry has a very negative 
environmental impact so we’re constant-
ly searching for ways to [reduce] our car-
bon footprint,” Gibson says. “There are 
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DOTmed Registered Ocean, Air and Truck Freight/De-installation, Crating and Rigging  
Sales & Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’ DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 14855]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.

Name Company - Domestic City State Certified DM100 
Zachary	Wakefield	 ABF	Freight	System,	Inc.	 Fort	Smith	 AR	 	
Cathy Benz Wrapit Express, Inc. Windosr CA  
Andrew Bonin Pacific Medical San Juan Capistrano CA  •
David Cabral Colonial Van and Storage Sacramento CA  
Brian Dombrowski Legacy Transportation Services, Inc. San Jose CA  
James Flores ZRG Inc. Carlsbad CA  
Dan McGuan Viable Med Services, Inc. Santa Clarita CA • •
Patrick Lawson Lawson Drayage Hayward CA  
Veronica Alvarez Vercarmed Denver CO  
Robb Morgan Navis Pack & Ship Greenwood Village CO  
Michael Doyle Diversified Transportation Services Bear DE  
Yolanda English Engineering & Network Systems, Inc. Pembroke Pines FL  
Steve Lewis Brandon Transfer & Storage West Palm Beach FL  
Mary Fowler Espie Service Group Kennesaw GA • 
Todd Partridge Movelt Specialzied Logistics Breda IA • 
Ted Turano X-Stream Medical Inc. West Des Moines IA • 
Art Gutierrez International Packing & Crating Itasca IL  
Jack Kendrick Specialty Moving System/Atlas Van lines  Glendale Hgts IL  
William King KING Equipment Services Inc. Waukegan IL • 
Keith Tholan AIT Worldwide Logistics, Inc.  Itasca IL  
Bruce Watkins Med Flight Auctions Plainfield IL  
Steve Vest Nationwide Equipment Transportation, Inc. Merriam KS  
James Gant KNJ Tech Service Monticello IN  
Dan Diogo MacDonald Moving Services - United Van Lines Bridgewater MA  
Chaz Beadling American X Ray Equipment Sales & Service Cumberland MD  
Glenn R. Hammerquist Berrien X-Ray Berrien Springs MI  
Bob Holt Quickway Rigging & Transfer, Inc. Minneapolis MN  
Dennis	McGrath	 MDX	 Mendota	Heights	 MN	 	
Delwin Nesset DelMed, Inc. Forest Lake MN  
Lynn Larsen diggins & ROSE Moving Systems Hudson NH  
Victor Cruz Logical Solution Services, Inc. Lakehurst NJ • 
Robert Feeney NVC Logistics Group Rockleigh NJ  
Torsten Hofmann Transgroup Worldwide Logistics Elizabeth NJ  
Douglas Gleiber Abbot & Abbot Box Corp Long Island City NY  
Ward Peterson Transgroup Worldwide Logistics Brunswick OH  
Jeff Knapp Industrial Craters and Packers Portland OR  
Frank Boseman BMI Greenwood SC  
Dane Vickery DAMAX Service Team Inc. Mauldin SC  
Mary Brafford Rowe Transfer Knoxville TN  
Mary Brafford Molecular Imaging Solutions Knoxville TN  
Chris	Carithers	 Clearview	Equipment	Services	 Irving	 TX	 	
Paul Zahn Mobile MedTech Cottage Grove WI • •
Name Company-International City Country Certified DM 100
Bastian Berkel Tomovation GmbH Castrop Rauxel Germany • 

more innovative methods of packaging 
that avoid propylene-based products and 
are entirely biodegradable. We are study-
ing methods to build reusable crates to 
impede the need for new lumber which, 
in turn, reduces cost to the customer for 
new crates.”

Jeff Knapp of Industrial Craters and 
Packers believes the availability of lum-
ber will continue to be an issue in the 
crating business. 

“The economy the past few years 

has depleted the number of operating 
lumber mills. In past slowdowns these 
mills would temporarily shut down or 
go to minimal operations; this time, 
they went out of business,” he says. 
“Also, dealing with international mar-
ket demand, all of August and Septem-
ber, every call to lumber brokers/sup-
pliers noted that China was buying up 
their stock at higher pricing than the 
U.S. market would support. The projec-
tions that the U.S. will soon not be the 

top of the food chain for consumption 
are coming to pass.”

A shortage of crate lumber has the 
potential to put the brakes on every-
thing. If equipment is de-installed, it 
may have a place to go, but it can’t get 
there safely.

The deal with de-installs 
“The biggest thing is planning ahead. 
Sometimes you walk into a room and 
you weren’t given all the information 
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needed,” says James Gant, owner of 
KNJ Tech Service. “Our biggest issue 
we run into is cables running underneath 
the floors in the ducts and those could 
be in sterilized rooms and you can’t get 
in until certain hours.”

Other things to consider: all soft-
ware needs to be off, medical person-
nel need to be notified, equipment 
unplugged and the rooms need to be 
cleared of anything not going.

“There are times we walk into cath 
labs and they still have everything in—
all the needles, all the IVs and they need 
to take it all out or it won’t be sterile 
when we are done.”

Rigging rules
Many of these problems can also be found 
with the rigging part of the equation. 

The best advice from all riggers 
is to plan ahead. Experts recommend 
contacting a rigging professional, or 
several, and have them make an on-site 
visit and survey to evaluate not just the 
piece of equipment or things needing to 
be moved but to also take inventory of 
the building, halls and doors.

“Each job is different. Some rig-
gers will ask for the equipment model 
number or manufacturer and go online 
and look at the piece and give a quote, 
never taking into consideration that the 
customer has stairs, elevators, low ceil-
ings, support poles or other equipment 
that might impair a move,” Fowler says. 
“A rigger making an on-site will show 
up for the job prepared for whatever sit-
uations he or she may discover. No one 
wants to receive a bill after the fact.”

“Keeping people safe, keeping the 
equipment safe, and rigging thousands 
of pounds many stories high is defi-
nitely a challenge,” Lewis says. “The 
equipment that we move is sometimes 
worth millions of dollars and one wrong 
move can render it useless.”

Emerging technology  
offers respite
As technology advances, companies 
are more capable of providing custom-
ers with real- time tracking and tracing 
capability. 

“There are new devices that can 
travel with the freight that identifies 

where the shipment is at all times,” Gib-
son says. 

The emerging robotics economy is 
a hopeful sign that manufacturing may 
slowly return to the U.S., and this is 
something that will benefit the rigging 
and crating industries.

“The robotics industry is entering 
a new era in which man and machine 
will work in partnership. This has 
very positive implications for Ameri-
can business, the medical industry 
and for the New England area, in par-
ticular,” Larsen says. “We have crated 

and shipped thousands of machines all 
over the world because manufactur-
ing overseas has been more profitable 
and cost-effective than in the United 
States. The emergence of a new robot-
ics industry with man-machine part-
nerships has been projected to bring 
manufacturing production and jobs 
back to the U.S.A. for the first time in 
several decades.”
• Online: dotmed.com/dm14855

Keith Loria can be reached by e-mail 
at kloria@dotmed.com
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sector charges ahead:
Developments could help save even more lives

By Heather Mayer

Defibrillator

ZOLL R Series Code-Ready hospital defibrillator
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The shock and surprise experienced by bystanders 
as someone goes into sudden cardiac arrest only 
makes it harder to administer cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation. But manufacturers have taken the 
shock factor into consideration when they devel-

oped the newest technology in automated external defibril-
lators. The technology offers not only audible prompts, but 
visual display screens and videos that walk a rescuer through 
the CPR and resuscitation process step by step. 

“[Video] overcomes the issues of comprehension and pro-
cessing during a very stressful time,” says Dr. Glenn Laub, 
co-founder and CEO of Defibtech, a defibrillator OEM. “If 
someone talks to you while you’re trying to save a life, it can 
be extremely stressful.” 

Defibrillators are lifesavers when it comes to SCA — the 
leading cause of death in the United States, accounting for 
325,000 deaths every year, according to the Heart Rhythm 
Foundation. 

“To date, nothing can restart a stopped heart except an 
electric shock. When a person suffers SCA, for each minute 
that passes without defibrillation, [his or her] chance of sur-
vival decreases by 7 to 10 percent,” according to the website 
for the American Heart Association. 

Industry professionals say one of the biggest challenges 
in the defibrillator industry is trying to make the public aware 
of how deadly SCA can be and how defibrillators are crucial 

to saving lives. 
In order to address the small window of time — three to 

five minutes — in which a person can be saved from SCA, 
these technologies deliver step-by-step instructions and feed-
back — whether a person is compressing too softly or slowly 
— for AEDs. 

“The technology has gotten easier to use,” says Ben 
Wellons, president and co-founder of eMed America Inc., a 
distributer of new and refurbished defibrillators. “There is 
CPR coaching tied in with defibrillators now.” 

 
Personal instructor
What seems to be the most common trend in the defibrillator 
industry is the push to make the devices more accessible to a 
broader group.

“Defibrillators are becoming more and more user-friend-
ly,” says Jarrod Handley, a sales associate for Tennessee-based 
Dixie Medical Inc. “That’s the ultimate goal for every manu-
facturer.” 

More than 10 years ago, Zoll Medical Corporation intro-
duced the visual display screen to the AED market. The device 
had both audible and visual prompts. 

“We’ve led the market in many ways,” says Ward Ham-
ilton, the OEM’s senior vice president and vice president of 
sales. “We were kind of like the ugly duckling when we came 
out with [the visual screen] in 1999, but now, you can’t talk to 
anybody about defibrillators unless it’s about how it helps do 
CPR.” 

Most important, experts say, is that the technology gives 
real-time instructions. In Zoll’s devices, each session is re-
corded to allow people to look back on how they did and what 
needs improvement. 

But Connecticut-based Defibtech has taken the visual 
screen to new levels. Earlier this year, the company released 
the first and, to date, only defibrillator with video instructions: 
the Lifeline View. 

“A picture is worth a thousand words, and video is worth 
even more,” says Defibtech’s Laub. 

Unlike a visual screen, which indicates what to do with 
pictures, Defibtech’s screen shows a real-time, full-motion in-
structional video. 

Industry experts are confident that the lifesaving devices 
will move toward video in the years to come. 

“[Video] is going to become, within a few years, the stan-
dard of care,” says Laub, pointing out that anyone, regardless 
of what language she or he speaks, could perform CPR using 
an AED with an instructional video. 

Laub says in the next year his company will be releasing 
two to three new models. He could not elaborate on the new 
features or expected availability, other than to say the company 
intends to make the devices more durable and longer-lasting.  

Still, companies have obstacles to overcome.

Lifesaver-in-training
“The biggest challenge is awareness and getting the word out 
about this incredible therapy and how it saves peoples’ lives,” 
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says Jamie Froman, director of marketing for Philips Heart-
Start’s AED business. “We’ve made incredible strides, but we 
always have that next challenge of making sure we can edu-
cate people about how they can meet that next survivor.” 

The staff at eMed recognizes owning an AED is only half 
the battle in saving a life. Without proper training, there is only 
so much one can do —  even with AED audio and visual in-
structions — which is why the company offers education pro-
grams to its customers. 

“Our role, in a nutshell, is to educate individuals on the 
risk of SCA and provide a solution to them that saves lives,” 
says Wellons. 

EMed targets its training program to a select handful of 
individuals in a facility who will ultimately become an emer-
gency response team. 

“Training, a lot of times, is outsourced or [there isn’t any] 
at all,” says Wellons. “We believe it’s a key component to pre-
paring our customers to really be ready to save a life. If you 
own [a defibrillator] but don’t have people trained to use it or 
don’t know where it is when that emergency happens, it’s only 
so good.” 

Wellons points out that his company has saved an average 
of five lives per year through its training and AEDs. 

Philips’ Froman notes a trend in training programs, espe-
cially among the nation’s police force. 

“[The police] are an incredible source of potential AED 
rescuers,” says Froman. “They are often the ones first on the 
scene of an emergency.” 

He highlights the Rochester, Minn. Police Department, 
which has implemented an effective AED program. 

“I’ve had three defibrillator saves, and I obviously look at 
it incredibly different right now because had we not had these 
defibrillators and had not been trained with them, I wouldn’t 
have that feeling of actually being an integral part of saving 
someone’s life,” said Rochester Police Department’s Sgt. 
Craig Anderson in a video about the program. 

But in addition to owning an AED and knowing how to 
use it, a life can only be saved if a defibrillator is used in time. 
Those in the industry stress the importance of having enough 
defibrillators in a facility so one is never more than five min-
utes away. 

“If we can’t meet that [time frame] we know we can’t 
save a life properly,” says eMed’s Wellons. “If [it took us] six 
minutes, an individual is going to be dead.” 

AED at home
In addition to defibrillator technology becoming easier to use 
— an independent study found that sixth graders successfully 
and quickly used a Philips HeartStart defibrillator — it is also 
becoming less bulky. 

Without the bulk, experts say, the devices are less intimi-
dating for the laypeople likely to use a defibrillator in an out-
of-hospital setting. That’s a design aspect Heart Sine Technol-
ogies took into consideration. Not yet available in the United 
States, the company has created an AED for at-home use. 

“It’s smaller and more mobile. It’s easier to use. It’s de-
signed specifically for the layperson,” says Wellons, whose 

company will distribute the new device when it becomes 
available in the United States. 

Heart Sine Technologies’ global marketing manager Marc 
Lawrence expects the device to be available in the U.S. next 
year. 

In order to purchase the at-home AED, patients are re-
quired to have a prescription. The device is currently available 
in Europe for about $500.

“It’s very, very innovative,” says Lawrence. “The design 
is intuitive. The user interface is intuitive. It’s non-threatening. 
And the packaging and price point are where individuals who 
are at home…really need them.” 

Patients who have existing cardiovascular or coronary 
heart disease may qualify for an at-home defibrillator prescrip-
tion. In some cases, severe diabetics may also be able to get a 
prescription. 

“The primary advantage [to the home unit] is the immedi-
ate access to a life-saving device,” says Lawrence. 

He also points out that there’s likely a population of peo-
ple who would want the device just in case. 

Some people see the device “as a precautionary device,” 
he says. “They would rather have the device and not need it 
than need it and not have it.” 

Growing trends: AED accessories 
In addition to the play-by-play instructions and the visual and 
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video screens, the defibrillator industry is beginning to dabble 
in two emerging treatment options. 

Researchers are uncovering more evidence to support the 
use of therapeutic hypothermia for cardiac arrest survivors. 

“A number of animal and clinical studies have supported 
the use of this treatment, and international guidelines have 
been published regarding the use of this exciting new modal-
ity,” according to the University of Pennsylvania’s School of 
Medicine’s website. 

Earlier this year, Philips HeartStart introduced its Inner-
Cool RTx Endovascular System, which allows a physician to 
cool down a patient to increase the chance for survival. 

“There are emerging studies that support the benefits of 
temperature management for patients who survive out-of-hos-
pital sudden cardiac arrest,” says Philips’ Froman. 

In fact, AHA’s 2005 guide-
lines on CPR and resuscitation 
supported clinical use of thera-
peutic hypothermia.

The new 2010 guidelines 
on therapeutic hypothermia 
have been updated for adult vic-
tims of cardiac arrest to include 
those who remain comatose 
following asystole — cardiac 
standstill with no cardiac out-
put and no ventricular depolar-
ization — as well as ventricular 
fibrillation, says Dr. Monica 
Kleinman, incoming chair of 
the AHA’s Emergency Cardio-
vascular Care Committee. 

“There is also increased 
emphasis on using therapeutic 
hypothermia as one component 
of an organized system of post-
cardiac arrest care,” she says. 

“Therapeutic hypothermia 
improves survival even more,” 
says Dr. Douglas Zipes, a past 
president of the American College of Cardiology. 

Cam Pollock, Physio-Control’s vice president of global 
marketing, says therapeutic hypothermia is becoming part of 
the standard of care for SCA survivors. 

“Clinically, studies show if you cool a patient down, after 
sudden cardiac arrest, it seems to provide a protective mecha-
nism,” he says. 

“It’s not something we have the technology for at the mo-
ment, but we are certainly following and watching [develop-
ments] closely,” Pollock says. 

Another development manufacturers are starting to make 
available are carbon monoxide monitors for SCA patients. 

“Outside of the hospital market, we see a growing uptake 
on the addition of carbon monoxide [monitors] in the defibril-
lator,” says Zoll’s Hamilton. “It’s attractive in the pre-hospital 
setting, in trying to figure out if a patient may have been ex-
posed to carbon monoxide.”

Zoll’s E Series is separate technology from its AEDs, but 
it is used on SCA patients, in addition to others suspected of 
suffering from carbon monoxide poisoning. 

New guidelines focus on chest compressions 
Every five years since 1974, the AHA revises its guidelines on 
CPR and resuscitation according to the latest science-based 
recommendations for treating cardiovascular emergencies, es-
pecially SCA. 

In 2005, the guidelines advised the AED manufacturers to 
seek innovative methods to decrease the amount of time chest 
compressions are withheld for AED operation. This is still part 
of the new guidelines released in late October, says Kleinman.

As of late, there has been more of a push toward laypeople 
administering compression-only CPR instead of the conven-

tional CPR, which includes 
compressions and rescue 
breaths. Recent studies have 
indicated that compression-
only CPR could lead to bet-
ter outcomes in adult patients 
who undergo SCA outside of 
a hospital. 

In fact, a study published 
in October in the Journal of 
the American Medical As-
sociation found that adult 
victims of SCA outside of a 
hospital were more likely to 
survive to hospital discharge 
if bystanders administered 
compression-only CPR. 

“Anything that inter-
rupted compressions was det-
rimental,” lead researcher Dr. 
Ben Bobrow told DOTmed 
News in October, referring to 
previous studies.

The study also found that 
lay bystanders were more likely to administer CPR using the 
compression-only method than conventional CPR, although 
the researchers from the University of Arizona did not study 
the reasons why. 

“The [2005] CPR guidelines require the rescuer to use 
mouth-to-mouth, and a person who notices someone going 
into sudden cardiac arrest might hesitate,” says Dixie Medi-
cal’s Handley. “With the new guidelines, they’re doing away 
with mouth-to-mouth. It makes people more comfortable. 
Anyone can put one hand over the other, lock their elbows and 
press hard at a rapid pace.” 

Physio-Control’s Pollock was confident that the new guide-
lines would further stress compression-only CPR. But unlike 
the 2005 guidelines, which forced manufacturers to change their 
software, he anticipated these changes wouldn’t be as big. 

“We tried to make our products as configurable as they can 
be, and we anticipated if there were changes, we [would be] 
ready to make them,” he says.

FDA sets eyes on revamping external 
defibrillator safety

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration will launch an 
External	Defibrillator	Improvement	Initiative	this	month	to	
develop	 safer	 and	more	 effective	 external	 defibrillators.	 
 
The agency’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health 
has received more than 28,000 medical device reports 
associated	with	the	failure	of	external	defibrillators	in	the	
past	five	years	and	manufacturers	have	“conducted	doz-
ens of recalls involving hundreds of thousands of the de-
vices,” according to the FDA.

CDRH plans to release a white paper describing the ac-
tions it’s taking as a part of the initiative. The program will 
officially	launch	in	mid-December	with	a	public	meeting	at	
the FDA’s Silver Spring, Md.-based headquarters. 

Read the full article online:  

• Online: dotmed.com/dm14796
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The single biggest change, says 
Kleinman, is switching up the CPR se-
quence. Up until now, rescuers were ad-
vised to follow the ABC sequence: airway, 
breathing and compression. But in order 
to start compressions earlier, the AHA 
now recommends rescuers follow CAB: 
compressions, airway and breathing. 

When it comes to AEDs and their 

technology and software, this new 
guideline can be met by changing the 
audible and visual instructions to coach 
CAB instead of ABC. 

Industry professionals note that the 
release of new guidelines will trigger a 
surge in sales, likely due to increased 
awareness of SCA and resuscitation and 
potential changes to technology.

“Every year around the guidelines, 
the marketplace for equipment always 
increases the next year,” says Zoll’s 
Hamilton. “[The guidelines] are good 
for the industry. The guidelines are a 
real driver of growth.” 
 • Online: dotmed.com/dm14618

DOTmed Registered Defibrillators Sales & Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’ DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 14618]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.

Name Company - Domestic City State Certified DM100 
Ben J Wellons eMED Little Rock AR • 
Dan Aeling QualCare San Diego CA  
Ryan Davis Davis Medical Electronics Inc Vista CA • •
Ramon Manalo Jr Requests International Stevenson Ranch CA  
Kenn Matayor Jaken Medical Inc. Chino CA • 
Thomas Wodarczak Jet Medical Electronics, Inc. Anaheim CA  
Arthur Zenian enBio, Corp. Burbank CA  
James Fowler BioMed Techs Inc Gainesville FL  
Ronald Tarr MEDELCO Boynton Beach FL  
Luz Olaya Medi-Col Equipment Export, Inc. Miami FL  
Carlos Vargas INCAV Orange City FL • 
D. Fosco Redfish Medical Inc. Lombard IL • •
Ana Ortega General Biomedical Service, Inc.  Kenner LA  
Kevin Blaser Coast to Coast Medical Fall River MA  •
Jesus Carlos Coast to Coast Medical, Inc. Fall River MA  
Bob Gaw PRN Fall River MA • •
John Gladstein Medical Device Depot Ellicott City MD • 
Don Grimm Bemes Inc. Fenton MO • •
Anwar Syed Global Medical Parts on Line Saint Louis MO  
Robert Ward Innovative Service Solutions, LLC Hattiesburg MS  •
George Fraza DMS Topline Medical Fargo ND  
Alison Fortin Global Inventory Management LLC Dover NH • 
David Ogren OMED of Nevada LLC Reno NV • •
Mary Field Medsurplusonline Brooklyn NY  
Robert Schirano Finger Lakes Medical Supply Spencerport NY  
Abe Sokol Absolute Medical Equipment Wesley Hills NY • •
Julie Gutterman Pulse Consultants Mason OH  
Jarrod Handley Dixie Medical Jackson TN • •
Patricia Richardson Richardson Medical LLC Sparta TN  
Charles Tucker MedSurg Equipment, LLC.  Beaumont TX • 
Philip Mothena Simple Solutions, Inc. Blacksburg VA  
 Philips Medical Systems Seattle WA  
Cam Pollock Physio-Control, Inc. Redmond WA  
Jonathan Dobbs Allied 100, LLC Woodruff WI  
Sherwyn Simon Intermedequip Inc. Pt. Pleasant WV  
     
Name Company-International City Country Certified DM 100
Bruce Raynor Raynor Shine Ent Sherwood Park Canada  
Jorge Morales Mello BIOMET Montevideo Uruguay  
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Money Health
Temp. nurses provide burnout prevention at a savings
By Heather Mayer

When hospitals are short-staffed, quality of pa-
tient care can be undermined. With the facil-
ity struggling to cope with a nursing short-
age, being short-staffed is a common status 
for more and more hospitals. Therefore, it’s 

no surprise agencies that provide temporary nurses to health care 
facilities are becoming popular, largely to alleviate the burnout 
occurring among an overextended workforce.   

Beginning in the 1970s, the traveling nurse industry 
peaked in the mid 2000s, to experience only a slight decline 
today, says Rob Simmons, client development manager with 
Travel Nurses Solution, an agency based in Birmingham, Ala. 
The slowdown is largely due to the high rate of unemployment; 
when the economy is poor, nurses hang onto their jobs and po-
sitions don’t open up, says Simmons. 

On a short-term basis, temporary, traveling nurses are cost-
effective for hospitals expanding or looking for permanent per-
sonnel. Assignments can last anywhere from four to 26 weeks, 
although some nurses stay on board for years. 

“We have nurses in the company who have worked with 
a hospital for a couple of years,” says Simmons. “They keep 
extending their assignments.” 

When a temporary nurse has been on assignment to a 
hospital for a long period of time, the recruitment and nursing 
management may become complacent. That complacency can 
lead to frustration among upper-management at the hospital, 
says Simmons. 

Hospitals contracting traveling nurses pay agencies a flat 
rate, ranging from about $52 to $80 an hour. The rate includes 
the nurses’ services, housing, travel cost, salary and any other 
incurred costs. 

But Simmons explains it’s hard to calculate cost-savings 
without looking at hospital reimbursements and the type of rev-
enue a hospital may lose by not having a bed filled because it 
was short-staffed. 

It’s not necessarily cheaper for a hospital to staff its facility 
with all contracted traveling nurses. The cost for one traveling 
nurse on a long-term basis comes out to be $6 to $10 more 
hourly than a permanent employee, taking into account sal-
ary, recruitment and retention, as well as benefits. This varies 
slightly depending on location and benefits. 

“You’re looking at a difference of about $6 to $10, which 
is a good gap with hospitals operating on slim margins,” says 
Simmons. “But $6 to $10 can add up when you have about 20 
temporary contracted staff in a hospital on a yearly basis.” 

And when it’s time to cut costs, these types of contracted 
employees are usually the first to go, says Simmons. 

“[Traveling nurses] are probably one of the top costs hos-
pitals try to cut when looking at their budgets,” he says. “Any 

contracted staff paid a premium are usually the first to go, and 
that’s not necessarily a good thing. When you roll in your re-
tention and your turnover and recruiting costs and benefits with 
the hourly rate [of contracted employees] you’re not far be-
low what we would charge a hospital to send a contracted staff 
member in.”

And, Simmons points out, hospital administrators need to 
focus more on the revenue they can bring in by having a tem-
porary nurse on staff.

“An administrator needs to ask themselves, does that trav-
el nurse allow me an opportunity for additional reimbursement, 
and does that reimbursement justify the costs?  Did the hospital 
have to redirect a patient due to inadequate staffing levels, and 
what was the potential loss of revenue not only short term but 
also long term?” Simmons says, explaining that a patient who 
was redirected to another hospital may continue to seek care 
from that hospital — a missed opportunity for the short-staffed 
facility. 

In addition to the revenue patients bring in when a hospital 
is well-equipped, travel nurses help relieve staff nurses who are 
burnt out from being overworked. In the long-term, keeping 
nurses fresh and well-rested can help hospitals save costs. 

“Staff burnout leads to high turnover,” says Sim-
mons. “This turnover costs most hospitals hundreds of thou-
sands a year. Lowering the nurse-to-patient ratio by utilizing 
temporary staff during peak census levels can help alleviate 
this burnout and decrease turnover costs.” 

 Now that reimbursements for hospitals will vary depend-
ing on the quality of care, overworked nurses can be detrimen-
tal to receiving optimum reimbursement rates. 

View from the floor
Travel Nurses Solution’s Tina Fowler from South Carolina is 
based in a Virginia hospital’s pain clinic. She worked a year-
long assignment at the facility before taking a break and then 
returning, where she is currently serving a 13-week assignment. 
Fowler has been with Travel Nurses Solution, whose parent 
company is Jackson Healthcare, for seven years, and she often 
works just five to six months out of the year. 

Fowler, an ICU nurse, enjoys the freedom she has work-
ing as a travel nurse. But the downside is being away from her 
husband and children, she says. 

“The worst part is being away from home no doubt,” she 
says. “When I worked full time, I was working five nights a 
week [in 12-hours shifts]. When did my kids really see me any-
way? They see me more now.”
• Online: dotmed.com/dm14865 



Surgeons donate expertise for those in need
By Olga Deshchenko

Priceless Procedures 
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A young boy’s smile is 
restored as a result of 
Operation Smile’s work.
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The Venezuelan woman 
spent more than half a cen-
tury of her life with a cleft 
palate. When she arrived 
at the country’s Operation 

Smile site, Dr. Ruben Ayala, then a mis-
sion coordinator with the organization, 
couldn’t help but wonder why the wom-
an felt the need to get the surgery after 
60 plus years. 

“‘I just want to be like any other 
woman, feel pretty and be able to wear 
lipstick,’” Ayala recalls the woman 
saying. 

After the surgery, the female vol-
unteers at the site pooled their beauty 
products together as a parting gift for 
the woman with a new smile.   

“I think she has enough cosmetics 
to last a lifetime,” jokes Ayala.

As someone who has moved 
through the ranks of Operation Smile, 
Ayala, now a medical officer, has accu-
mulated a collection of cases showing 
the conversion through charitable sur-
gery of misery into joy. 

Ayala first encountered Operation 
Smile as a 17-year-old boy in Panama. 
One morning, he walked into a local 
hospital to serve as a translator for the 
American surgeons who were there to 
perform cleft procedures. He found him-
self surrounded by hundreds of children 
with cleft lips and palates, a powerful 
experience that led him to question the 
intentions of Panamanian physicians.

“I was very, very upset about seeing 
so many children who had not received 
any care. I judged my countrymen very 
harshly. I wondered what our physicians 
were doing and why these kids weren’t 
being taken care of,” he says.

Through scholarships, Ayala was 
able to attend college in the United 
States but ended up returning to Pana-
ma to serve as a translator for Opera-
tion Smile. As he walked out of the OR 
one day, the organization’s staff leader 
asked him to join the team. 

“It took me a microsecond to de-
cide,” he says. “It was certainly one of 
the happiest times in my life.”

By the time Ayala was 22, his faith 
in Panamanian physicians was restored: 
he witnessed the first surgical mission 
carried out by local medical profession-
als. It was a moment of “incredible joy” 
for Ayala, a realized dream capturing 
the philosophy of Operation Smile – es-
tablishing local sustainability.  

Restoring smiles
Operation Smile was born in 1982 when 
Dr. William Magee, then a young plastic 
surgeon, traveled to the Philippines with 
his wife to repair children’s cleft lips 
and palates. When it was time to leave, 
hundreds of children still needed help. 
The dedication to the work stuck when 
the couple returned to the U.S. and to-
day, Operation Smile has a presence in 
more than 60 nations and works in more 

than 30 countries worldwide. 
Operation Smile bases its work on 

three models. The first, international 
medical missions, bring physicians from 
countries like the U.S. to perform cleft 
surgeries in developing countries. The 
second, local medical missions, employ 
local physicians through partnerships 
and strive to develop an infrastructure to 
enable local entities to sustain the work. 
The final, comprehensive care centers, 
provide services for patients year-round 
and offer some reconstructive surgery 
procedures. So far, the organization has 
established eight centers in seven dif-
ferent countries, with plans to establish 
two more in Ethiopia and India.

Last year, Operation Smile carried 
out more than 175 medical missions 
around the globe, treating more than 
16,000 children. Two-thirds of the mis-
sions were completed through the local 
medical mission model, a top priority 
for the organization, says Ayala.

Through its missions, Operation 
Smile strives to go beyond just provid-
ing surgical procedures. It aims to de-
liver “a full package” by working with 
the in-country medical and non-medical 
team, explains Ayala. The organization 
focuses on creating legal entities and 
boards of directors and engaging with 
local business and social leaders. By 
working out logistical details and pro-
viding support, Operation Smile seeks 
to build a strong enough infrastruc-
ture to continue the medical mission af-
ter the team leaves the country.

The majority of the organization’s 
funding comes from individual contri-
butions and 10 percent stems from cor-
porate donors. 

The organization encourages both 
medical and non-medical volunteers to 
contribute their time and skills to its ef-
forts – last year, more than 6,000 people 
did. Still, the need for more surgeries is 
overwhelming. Children with cleft con-
ditions in regions of Sub-Saharan Af-
rica, India and China are awaiting help, 
says Ayala. 

For Ayala, the mission of Operation 
Smile is at the root of his life’s work. 

“For me, when I went to medical 
school, it was very simple why I want-
ed to do it,” he says. “It was because I 
wanted to come back with Operation 
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Smile as a physician and hopefully put a little of my energy 
and my life into something that is worthwhile. I don’t think 
many people get the chance to realize at the age of 17 that it’s 
what they want to do.”

Help for Haiti 
While Operation Smile works with children, the global need 
for cleft procedures for people of all ages is extensive. Dr. Seth 
Thaller, chief surgeon and professor, division of plastic sur-
gery with the University of Miami Health System, knows that 
Haiti, the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere, is no 
exception. He has completed several charitable medical mis-
sions to the country, accompanied by a team of about 18 to 25 
professionals and medical students. 

Right after the devastating earthquake shook Haiti in Jan-
uary, the university’s medical school sent physicians to offer 
assistance. They worked in tents set up as makeshift hospitals. 
This January, Thaller’s team plans to take another trip to Haiti, 
where the team will concentrate on performing cleft lip and 
palate surgeries.  

Project Medishare, a nonprofit organization founded by two 
doctors with the university’s medical school in 1994, helps spread 
the word about the arrival of the surgical mission, a trip the physi-
cians attempt to make on a quarterly basis, says Thaller.

Approximately 60 to 100 Haitians flock to Port-Au-Prince 
in hopes of getting surgeries when the mission is in town. After 
a triage process, about 20 to 40 people are chosen to undergo 
the procedure. 

“Sometimes what we’ll do if the patient is too young or 
doesn’t look healthy enough is schedule them for the next trip or 
to come down for an evaluation for the next trip,” says Thaller.

During one of the missions, a Haitian man in his thirties 
with a wide cleft lip traveled down to the capital from the 
mountains to see the surgeons. For most of his life, he avoided 
seeing his reflection. Taking the man’s long journey into con-
sideration, the doctors operated on him that night. 

“The next day he got a mirror and he looked at himself for 
the first time and cried,” says Thaller. 

When in Haiti, the surgeons work long hours, with the 
missions usually lasting four days. The procedures are carried 
out in Haitian hospitals and spending any more time would 
take away from other procedures that need to take place in the 
few available operating rooms. 

As for supplies, the medical mission team brings “every-
thing,” says Thaller. The surgeons are currently working with 
Project Medishare to enhance the infrastructure of a hospital 
in Port-Au-Prince in hopes of reducing the need to stuff their 
suitcases with medical supplies.

Much of the funding for the missions comes from fund-
raising by the university’s medical school students and grants 
from entities such as the Plastic Surgery Education Founda-
tion, the research and philanthropic arm of the American So-
ciety of Plastic Surgeons. Sometimes, the physicians pay for 
their own flights or lodging.

Close supervision of residents and the inclusion of stu-
dents into the trips are vital features of the university’s medical 
missions.

“Students have to be educated in giving back. When I’m 
too old to go, you want to make sure that somebody’s gotten 
the bug,” says Thaller. “I think every one of the medical stu-
dents we brought has taken something back with them.”

The training of local surgeons, anesthesiologists and nurs-
ing staff is another critical component of the mission. Thaller 
says he is committed to working with the Haitian medical pro-
fessionals he’s been training and the local authorities he’s met 
on the trips, until his services are no longer needed. 

“Our goal with our charitable missions is to put ourselves 
out of business,” he says. 

Shaping Guatemala   
Another group of medical professionals is focusing its chari-
table efforts on a different part of the world – Guatemala, the 
most populous country in Latin America. 

Plasticos Foundation, a Huntington Beach, Calif.-based 
nonprofit organization, is working to establish a plastic and re-
constructive surgery training program for local surgeons and an 
innovative business model to increase the number of procedures. 

Dr. Larry Nichter, the foundation’s president and founder, 
has been on more than 50 medical missions around the world, 
training surgeons and performing surgeries on children with 
burns or birth defects. 

Early in his career, he realized that although many chari-
table organizations were doing good work abroad, they didn’t 
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place enough emphasis on training local 
medical teams. 

Throughout his travels and research, 
Nichter found that plastic surgeons 
in Guatemala are trained outside the 
country and return to practice mostly in 
Guatemala City, leaving more than half 
of the nation’s indigenous population 
without care. There are no recognized 
Plastic and Reconstructive Residency 
training programs in the country. 

His response to the problem came 
along in 1997, when he established the 
Plasticos Foundation with the goal “to 
make people self-sufficient,” he says.

Today, the organization takes two 
to three trips abroad annually. In early 
fall, it conducted the first Advanced 
Plastic Surgical Symposium for all of 
Guatemala. 

However, there are challenges to 
overcome.

“[Plastic surgeons] make enough 
that they can afford a car and a small 
apartment but not much else,” says Nich-
ter. “The amount of money that’s avail-
able to treat these patients at the Social 
Security hospital is extremely small.”

Dr. Ernesto Cofiño, chief of plastic 
surgery for Instituto Guatemalteco de 
Seguridad, the country’s largest hospi-
tal, currently has a waiting list of more 
than 250 patients. Private facilities don’t 
fare much better. 

“The doctors can’t afford to provide 
their services in private clinics because 
there’s no one to pay for it,” says Nichter. 

To not only cultivate the interest 
of surgeons in reconstructive surgery, 
but also to enable patients to pay for it, 
Nichter is looking to Dr. Muhammad Yu-
nus’ concept of a social business model. 
Yunus, an economist and winner of the 
Nobel Peace Prize, is the founder of 
Grameen Bank, a microfinance organi-
zation that began by making small loans 
to the impoverished in Bangladesh and is 
currently doing so throughout the world.

Based on Yunus’ model, Nichter 
intends to have Plasticos Foundation 
start a microfinance project for surgery 
in Guatemala.

“No one has ever really done a pure 
[microfinance] model for surgery that I 
know of in the entire world,” he says.

The goal is to have microloans 
available for patients who are in need of 

surgeries. Once they undergo the proce-
dure and get back into the workforce, 
they would then pay back the loan with 
a reasonable amount of interest. The 
Plasticos Foundation is looking into 
carrying out feasibility studies to deter-
mine how the system can work best.  

“The key is to have feasibility stud-
ies to see how much people can pay back 
in a period of time with some amount of 
interest, which would eventually build 
enough money to be loaned out to oth-
ers,” says Nichter.

“We’re really trying to get to the 
next step of leveraged care and trying 
to figure out how we can create entities 
that will be never-ending,” he says. 

Complex cases at home 
Although many surgeons choose to con-
tribute their time and expertise abroad, 
some physicians work to address the 
needs of the people here at home.

Dr. Munish Batra grew up in a small 
village in India but is now a plastic sur-
geon on the West Coast. He spent some 
time working abroad but recognized the 
need for charitable surgery in his own 
community. In 2002, he co-founded 
Doctors Offering Charitable Services, 
an organization of about 10 surgeons. 

“People definitely need surgeons 
[abroad] but they also need surgeons to 
take care of people here,” says Batra. 
“In Southern California, we tend to see 
a lot of Mexican immigrants that don’t 
have insurance and they just get pushed 
aside. My feeling has always been that 
I’m really fortunate to be where I am 
and I have no reason not to give back.”

The surgeries the organization takes 
on tend to be very complex in nature, of-
tentimes requiring six to seven different 
stages, explains Batra. So far, DOCS has 
performed approximately 40 cases. 

Ian Grado was the organization’s 
first case. He was a 21-year-old Marine 
stationed at California’s Camp Pendle-
ton when during a heavy rainstorm, the 
car he was in drove off the road, flip-
ping over several times before coming 
to a stop. Grado sustained serious spine 
trauma that left him paralyzed and se-
vere craniofacial damage, resulting in 
deformities of his face and skull. 

After months of rehabilitation and 
multiple surgeries, Grado regained control 

of his limbs. However, the consequences 
of the accident were still visually evi-
dent. Grado was able to receive help from 
DOCS when he came to see Batra. 

“I was in the military and he was a 
military serviceman, so I had that kind 
of connection with him,” says Batra. 
“He was basically turned away by the 
VA hospitals because of the complexity 
of his reconstruction.”

Years after his reconstructive sur-
geries, Grado continues to be a huge 
DOCS supporter. 

In May, the organization got a taste 
of national exposure. The Oprah Win-
frey Show ran a segment that featured 
Batra and Dr. Michael Halls, the two 
founders of DOCS. The show high-
lighted another complicated case the 
surgeons took on – that of Ana Rodarte, 
who was born with neurofibromatosis, a 
genetic disorder that causes the growth 
of large, benign tumors on the body. 

When DOCS met Rodarte, she 
couldn’t see out of her left eye and had 
difficulty speaking, eating and breathing 
due to the large tumor on her face. It took 
nearly four years and seven major surgi-
cal procedures to free Rodarte of the tu-
mor and its associated complications. 

DOCS’ portfolio is filled with such 
cases. The surgeons operated on a 41-year-
old woman with fibrous dysplasia, a dis-
ease that causes bony tumors to appear 
on the face and skull. They helped save a 
27-year-old man from having to undergo 
an amputation of his arm after a car ac-
cident by transferring nerves and muscles 
from his back to his arm. In another case, 
the surgeons performed complete recon-
structive jaw and facial nerve surgery on a 
27-year-old woman, who was shot in the 
face and shoulder with a shotgun. 

To perform the lengthy procedures, 
DOCS makes arrangements with hos-
pitals. For example, the organization 
currently has a breast cancer survivor in 
need of surgery. 

“[This patient] falls through the 
cracks because she’s not poor enough to 
apply for community assistance,” says 
Batra, “but her house is in foreclosure, 
she lost her insurance and her job and she 
needs her breast reconstructed because 
it’s painful and gives her problems.”

Since October is National Breast Can-
cer Awareness Month, DOCS approached 
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a hospital pointing out the good publicity the story could generate 
and was able to secure OR time to do the procedure.

For other cases, DOCS may use future referrals as lever-
age for the pro bono use of the facilities.

 “The hospitals will kind of see what benefit they’ll gain 
out of it, so we negotiate,” says Batra.

A lot of financial support for DOCS comes from the pa-
tients in the surgeons’ plastic surgery practices. Batra also do-
nates 5 percent of his annual salary to the organization. 

Restoring faces
While DOCS takes on complicated cases, another U.S.-based 
organization focuses on helping women who were victims of 
domestic abuse. Started in 1992 through a partnership with the 
National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, Face to Face 
offers reconstructive surgeries to women who were disfigured 
by abusive partners. The organization is the humanitarian arm 
of the Education and Research Foundation for the American 
Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery.

“Unfortunately, when a lot of women [are in] an abusive 
relationship, they usually don’t work, they’re very controlled by 
their aggressor,” says Dr. Andrew Jacono, the organization’s na-
tional chairman. “They don’t have money or even health insur-
ance to get treated, even though they may be very disfigured.”

The organization completes about 150 to 200 charitable 
surgeries per year and approximately 400 surgeons offer their 
expertise.

As an initial qualifier for the surgery, a woman must be 
completely separated from her partner for at least a year, often 
enlisting the help of resources offered by the National Coali-
tion Against Domestic Violence to accomplish this. 

However, a complete separation from an abusive partner 
is not a guarantee for the surgery.

“Just because somebody has a problem in terms of disfig-
urement doesn’t mean that it can be well-repaired or healed,” 
says Jacono. “It depends on what you start with — there may 
not be a lot of surgical options. We don’t just do surgery for 
the sake of doing, we do it because we know we can make the 
difference.”

And the disfigurements tend to be severe. 
“Pretty much anything you can imagine could happen 

with a baseball bat or a sharp object,” says Jacono. 
For Jacono, the work of Face of Face is some of the most 

gratifying in his practice as a plastic surgeon. Public aware-
ness about the available help is key he says, as the organization 
strives to help women put their abusive past behind them.

Challenges & benefits
The underlying challenge of pro bono surgery boils down to 
one factor – money. 

At board meetings, the Plasticos Foundation often debates 
what regions of the world it should go to next, as capital is 
limited. 

“We have a waiting list of countries that we’ll never be 
able to afford to go to,” says Nichter. 

Between the cost of flights and supplies, a trip for a team 
of 16 people adds up to $40,000 to $60,000. Fortunately, the 

advent of the digital age has enabled the Plasticos Foundation to 
shave off a few days from its missions. E-mail and digital pho-
tos allow doctors to partially screen patients before they arrive 
to the site and determine what supplies are most critical.

Although the missions are financially burdensome, it’s 
impossible to place a monetary value on the significance of 
restoring a normal life to a child or the personal rewards for 
those who choose to go on medical missions. 

“At times, these trips become almost addicting for partici-
pants. They come back with this new appreciation. We go to 
places where people don’t travel to,” says Nichter. “I cannot 
tell you the number of times I’ve heard people say that their 
lives have been changed by a single trip by changing forever 
the lives of others.”

Operation Smile’s Ayala recalls meeting a man in the 
Philippines, who had two sons with cleft lips. His wife had 
just passed away and he promised her that he would take care 
of their children. The man went back to his hometown to bury 
his wife. After his two sons underwent their surgeries, Ayala 
asked the man how he felt.

“He said to me, ‘I feel great. I just wish my wife could see 
our children now,’” says Ayala. “Somehow, I have to believe 
that his wife could.”
• Online: dotmed.com/dm14822

Olga Deshchenko can be reached via email at olga@dotmed.com
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Trends in hospital Furniture: 
Making Hospitals Hospitable 

By Olga Deshchenko

This fall, New York Hospital 
Queens opened the doors of 
its brand new, seven-story 
West Wing building. To-
day, patients walk through a 

light-filled atrium and a spacious lobby 
to find their way to 80 hospital beds 
spread out across two floors and a state-
of-the-art Ambulatory Surgery Center, 
which boasts 10 operating rooms.  

To furnish the $210-million modern-
ization initiative, John Ricotta, the proj-
ect’s assistant manager, perused nearly 
a dozen showrooms, to research options 
that would meet his facility’s needs. 

Ricotta knew what he was looking 

for in the products – durability, infection 
prevention, ease of maintenance and a 
balance of comfort and design.  

A manufacturer’s ability to swiftly 
respond to any issue was also an impor-
tant factor in his selection process. Ricot-
ta chose to go with the companies that 
could easily repair products on site, “so 
you don’t lose that piece of furniture for 
a long period of time,” he explains. “The 
manufacturer can come in and swipe out 
a cushion or a fabric very quickly.” 

Hospitals in need of minor furniture 
updates often turn to resellers and refur-
bishers, such as OMED of Nevada LLC. 
Victor Landeros, the company’s ware-

house manager and international sales 
director, says business has been strong 
because many providers are opting for 
refurbished products.

“It looks like we’re doing a lot bet-
ter than previous years,” says Landeros. 

Enjoy your stay
One of the emerging trends in the hospi-
tal furniture market is the shift in design 
aesthetics. Facilities are looking to cre-
ate a more welcoming environment for 
patients and their visitors by choosing 
furniture that moves away from the typi-
cal look of a hospital and moves closer 
to resembling a hotel’s atmosphere.

A model hospital room featuring 
Nurture by Steelcase’s Pocket
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Facilities are choosing more upholstered, wooden and 
comfortable furniture with features such as rounded surfaces 
and edges, says Bobbi Marvin, manager of interiors with the 
Henry Ford Health System, a nonprofit health care enterprise 
with facilities throughout Michigan.

In its patient rooms, the health system customized the furni-
ture to make the space look more residential by selecting prod-
ucts with certain elements, such as wooden chairs with legs.  

The range of options provided by manufacturers makes it 
easy for facilities to stay on top of the trend. Andrew Madden, 
director of materials management with Brigham and Women’s 
Hospital in Boston, Mass., has been in the industry for 30 
years. The array of choices in exam room furniture today, he 
says, is bigger than ever.

“You can get any type of fabric and any type of color now. 
You can get plaid if you really want to,” Madden says.  

Brigham and Women’s Hospital just outfitted an entire 
building as part of a renovation project. Madden says his facil-
ity is using laminated materials that look like wood “to off-
set some of the sterility or the white-beige [palette] typical of 
health care colors.” 

Ricotta echoes this theme for his hospital’s West Wing, 
where private patient bedrooms and the lobby “have less of a 
hospital feel and get closer to more of a hotel room than what 
people picture of hospital rooms,” he says. 

Scott Hookway, product manager with Hill-Rom, says la-
bor, delivery and perinatal units also lend themselves to the 
trend of transforming the hospital atmosphere into a more resi-
dential space. His company is introducing eight new recliners 
this year. The products range from less expensive seating to 
specialized treatment recliners, which ensure patients under-
going lengthy procedures such as dialysis, are comfortable 
while receiving treatment. 

A balancing act
The transformation of hospitals into more welcoming spaces 
presents a similar challenge to end-users and manufacturers 
alike – meeting the needs of all the involved parties. 

“When you talk about exam rooms, you’re [catering to] 
the clinical staff and also the visitors and the patients,” says 
Brigham’s Madden. “[We have to] balance the aesthetics — 
making it a friendly appearance for the visitors and patients, 
while keeping in mind that it needs to be ergonomically correct 
and meet the staff’s needs, who actually use the equipment.”

Hill-Rom’s Hookway says his company strives to keep all 
the groups that might influence the facility’s purchasing deci-
sions in mind during product development, including design-
ers, nurses and maintenance and biomed personnel. 

A designer may focus on aesthetics, a nurse might be 
interested in a product that’s comfortable and functional and 
maintenance staff aims to ensure infection control.  

“Each one of those individuals has a different value prop-
osition for what they’re looking for,” says Hookway.

To ensure a certain piece of furniture is a good fit for all, 
Marvin says it’s important to have a patient or a visitor actu-
ally test it out, since the intent of the design doesn’t always 
level with the way a product ends up being used. 

“I am constantly dealing with manufacturers and asking 
them to tweak designs, she says. “They’re pretty good about 
that.” 

Nurture by Steelcase’s Pocket mobile work surface
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Prevailing trends
Products that ensure infection control 
and accommodate the bariatric patient 
population continue to play important 
roles in the hospital furniture market. 

An emphasis on infection preven-
tion and control often dictates the choice 
of materials manufacturers use for their 
products. 

“One of our big challenges has to 
do with infection control and some of 
the cleaning agents [hospitals] use in 
these spaces,” says Janice Carlson, VP 
of marketing and product development 
with Nurture by Steelcase, a health 
care furniture company. “They obvi-
ously want to kill off all the germs, so 
we need to ensure that the products are 
designed for the kind of clean that’s re-
ally required in these settings and that 
they will last and look great for years 
into the future.”

End-users tend to choose fabrics 
that simplify the process of curbing 
infection rates, such as Agion’s silver-

based antimicrobial solution. Laura 
Ambler, sales and marketing manager 
of new furniture with Piedmont Medi-
cal, says the solution is enabling hospi-
tals to eliminate bacteria before it even 

begins to pose a threat.
“Once any kind of moisture hits 

it, any kind of bacterial or fungi con-
taminants is eliminated,” says Ambler. 
“It’s a whole fantastic procedure where 
cell metabolism, respiration and cell 
division are all inhibited, so there’s no 
growth of anything that’s dangerous to 
the environment.”

With the expansion of America’s 
waistline, it’d be difficult to find a facil-
ity today that doesn’t carry any products 
to accommodate the bariatric patient 
population. For its new building, New 
York Hospital Queens acquired wider 
beds and chairs with greater weight ca-
pacities.

Ricotta says manufacturers are also 
including bariatric products into exist-
ing furniture product lines – reducing 
the discomfort patients may feel when 
choosing to sit in a chair that clearly 
stands out from the rest. 

Hill-Rom recently commercialized 
two recliners that can accommodate 
patients weighing up to 660 pounds. 
Hookway says the company has invest-
ed a lot of resources into the develop-
ment phase of bariatric products, as the 
demand continues to grow.

Integrating IT
The digital era has empowered clini-
cians to use IT at all points of the care 
delivery process and manufacturers are 
now introducing solutions to support 

A patient room at the 
New York Hospital 
Queens’ West Wing
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the technology. 
Customers often ask how they 

can “integrate the technology into the 
space, make it easy to share with the 
patient and family but not create an 
investment that’s going to be obsolete 
when the technology changes,” says 
Carlson.

Nurture recently introduced Pock-
et, a mobile work surface. The product 
is capable of accommodating a variety 
of technology and is customizable in 
height and additional features. 

Years ago, customers relied on 
WoWs – Workstations on Wheels – that 
were moved throughout the hospital but 
today facilities are looking for mobile 
workspaces to be used within one room, 
says Carlson.

“[Customers] do not want to move 
it from room to room because of the 
concern of infection control and the 
spread of infectious disease,” she says. 

Another popular Nurture product 
is Sync, a caregiver station that fo-
cuses on collaboration of the clinical 
team and technological integration. 
Sync was designed “specifically for 
the threshold between patient rooms, 
right out in the hallway,” says Carl-
son. The station is also available in a 
centralized version, enabling the clin-
ical staff to use even tight spaces in an 
efficient manner. 

As electronic health records be-
come a standard in hospitals nation-
wide, Carlson expects to see an in-
crease in demand for products that 
embrace the role of IT in the health 
care system. 

A new home for the old
Before old furniture can be swapped for 
new, facilities need to find somewhere 
to put it. Fortunately, a little creativity 
makes it easy to find a place for prod-
ucts that are being replaced. 

“Not everybody gets money 
for their projects these days,” says 
Brigham’s Madden. “Some of the fur-
niture that we’re taking out is only three 
or four years old, so we try to recycle 
internally first. Then we’ll either trade-
in or recycle our furniture, depending 
on how old it is with a local vendor, 
who refurbishes equipment and then 
resells it.”

A similar process takes place at 
the Henry Ford Health System. Be-
tween its six hospitals and dozens of 
clinics, Marvin says she always finds 
a way to take a cabinet or a wardrobe 
unit from a patient’s bedroom and 
make it a part of an exam room or an 
infusion space. 

Manufacturers also work with facil-
ities to get rid of old furniture. Nurture 
assists customers with finding potential 
buyers for old products or donating the 
furniture for charitable reuse purposes 
by organizations in need. The company 
also strives to get as much recyclable 
materials as possible out of the products 
that are no longer needed.

End-users on the West Coast can 
take advantage of Nurture’s network 
of organizations that recycle vari-
ous materials from old furniture, says 
Carlson. The company connects facil-
ities with the recycling partners upon 
request. 

Hill-Rom offers a “courtesy pick-
up” of unneeded hospital furniture, 
says Hookway. Through its Hospital 
Beds for Humanity program launched 
in May, the company’s employees 
volunteer their time to repair and re-
furbish hospital beds, which are then 
sent to facilities in need around the 
world. 

Between the options of trading-in, 
selling, donating and recycling hospital 
and exam room furniture, facilities are 
sure to find spaces where their old prod-
ucts are welcomed. 
• Online: dotmed.com/dm14812

Olga Deshchenko can be reached via 
email at olga@dotmed.com  
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DOTmed Registered Hospital Furniture/Exam Room Sales & Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’ DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 14812]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.

Name Company - Domestic City State Certified DM100 
Ramon Manalo Jr Requests International Stevenson Ranch CA  
Doug Rabkin Buckeye Medical Colton CA • 
Lisa Vanasco Ready Medical Paramount CA  
Marianne Scaffo Source Medical Equipment Denver CO • 
Rick Franklin Franklin Medical Equipment Pinellas Park FL  
Jerry Karleskint Future Health Concepts Sanford FL  
Luz Olaya Medi-Col Equipment Export, Inc. Miami FL  
Mauricio Zuniga CLINITEK Medical Solutions Miami FL  
Todd Partridge MoveIt Specialized Logistics Breda IA • 
Ted Turano X-Stream Medical Inc. West Des Moines IA • 
Monte Montain Alternative Source Medical Buffalo Grove IL • 
Bob Gaw PRN Fall River MA • •John Gladstein Medical Device Depot Ellicott City MD • 
Jeff Ambrose DiaMedical USA West Bloomfield MI  
Jason Cleaveland Goodtime Medical Wright City MO  
Danny Partin Palmettosales01 Gulfport MS  
Alison Fortin Global Inventory Management LLC Dover NH • 
Gregory Wallace H&S Medical Portsmouth NH  
Ray Carter Hospital Equipment 4U Salisbury NC • 
Byron Wurdeman Piedmont Medical, Inc. Dobson NC • 
Shanna Flanagan DMS Health Technologies Fargo ND  
Trista Galante Gumbo Medical, LLC Las Vegas NV • 
Victor Landeros OMED of Nevada LLC Reno NV  
Julie Gutterman Pulse Consultants Mason OH  
Rick Snook Nutrition Bart PA  
David Bullington Bullington Associates, Inc Spartanburg SC • •Nancy M. Mills Mid-America Medical Memphis TN • 
Louis	Castillo	 AMT	Technologies,	Inc.	 San	Antonio	 TX	 	
Angie Griffith Aria Medical Equipment San Antonio TX  
Connie Haack Beacon Medical Specialties Granbury TX • 
Herbert Wayne eMedicalSales.com North Zulch TX  
Dave Terry Monet Medical Salt Lake City UT • 
     
Name Company-International City Country Certified DM 100
Janarthanan B Phoenix Medical Systems Pvt. Ltd Chennai India  
Magdi Halawa Technomed Middle East Riyadh Saudi Arabia  

One company INFINITE solutions

I N T E R A C T I V E  W O R K S T A T I O N S

M O B I L E  D A T A  A C C E S S

W A L L  M O U N T  S O L U T I O N S
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Mammography 
gets a new  
kind of  
houSe CAll 
By Brendon Nafziger

Six years ago, Swedish Medi-
cal Center, a sprawling hos-
pital complex seated in Se-
attle’s now-trendy Capital 
Hill neighborhood, decided 

if women weren’t coming to mammog-
raphy, mammography would go to them. 
The hospital rolled out what it says is the 
world’s first mobile digital mammogra-
phy vehicle, which it uses in its outposts 
throughout Washington State.

“Swedish thought [pairing] digital, 
which was the newest and best technique, 
and the underserved population, was a 
perfect marriage,” said Darlene Fanus, 
supervisor of the mobile mammography 
program with the hospital. 

The 48-foot-trailer, made by Medi-
cal Coaches of Oneonta, N.Y., travels to 
centers affiliated with Swedish around ru-
ral Washington, where it offers complete 
women’s care for those who otherwise 
might not receive it: pelvic and clinical 
breast exams and a Pap smear. A second 
coach was added to the fleet in 2008. 

“Frankly, when we go out to these 
areas, we’re the only health care these 
women have,” Fanus said. “There’s lots 
of poverty, domestic violence, metham-

phetamine use. That’s our shining star, 
taking care of those women.”

Swedish’s mobile mammography 
program is only one of dozens of similar 
programs nationwide. There’s a veritable 
mobile mammography boom. Vans, trail-
ers and coaches travel the nation’s roads, 
from Don and Sybil Harrington Breast 
Center’s $654,000 Mobile Mammogra-
phy Coach cruising the byways of the 
Texas Panhandle to The McLeod Mobile 
Mammography Unit stopping by local 
doctors’ offices and even an ACE Hard-
ware Store near Myrtle Beach, S.C.

And it’s not just the United States. 
This fall, Kuwait welcomed the country’s 
first mobile digital mammography unit, 
expected to travel throughout the coun-
try’s six governorates. “This project is 
just the beginning,” said Dr. Abdulrahman 
Al-Awadhi, chairman of the Kuwait Soci-
ety for Preventing Smoking and Cancer, 
which held an event to greet the device’s 
arrival, according to Kuwait Times. 

But while growing in popularity 
and sometimes a lifesaver, literally, to 
the many women it helps, mobile mam-
mography is not always perceived as the 
best option for everyone.  “For women 
in remote, rural areas, mobile mammog-
raphy is the only option.  However, we 
would hope that women in urban settings 
would make the effort to be screened at a 
comprehensive, stationary facility to bet-
ter ensure continuity of care, year after 
year,” said Addie Backlund, executive 
director of the American-Italian Cancer 
Foundation, which manages a mobile, 
no-cost breast cancer screening program 
for underserved women.  

Serving the underserved 
The main selling point of mobile mam-
mography is that it brings a service to 

women who might otherwise not get it. 
For Swedish, many of the women who 
benefit live in rural communities and 
Native American tribal areas, where the 
nearest breast health clinics could be 
many miles away. And the underserved 
don’t just live in the hinterland. AICF 
has fleets that serve the five boroughs 
of New York, for women who are medi-
cally neglected, such as immigrants or 
the transient. Swedish also has routes 
through Seattle, serving the underinsured 
and uninsured, LBGT and the homeless.

“We have a very diverse population 
in Seattle,” Fanus said. “I go to a lot of 
neighborhood clinics, visiting with inter-
preters.” 

For the Northwest, the mobile mam-
mography programs have a special impor-
tance, as the region has one of the highest 
per-capita breast cancer rates – for rea-
sons unknown – even though its screen-
ing rates lag behind the national average, 
around 40 percent versus a nationwide 
average of 70 percent, Fanus said.

And for the women screened, there’s 
not doubt it makes a difference. Swedish 
said out of 10,000 exams recently per-
formed, 20 cancers were caught.

The units also offer health benefits, 
potentially, to more than just the women 
screened. They could also be used as a 
“gateway” program to ensure the entire 
family receives appropriate checkups. 
As AICF puts it, for many of these popu-
lations, the woman drives the family’s 
health care.  

“The women we serve are the entrée 
to care for the rest of their families. If we 
could find a way through the process of 
screening women for breast cancer to get 
their husbands or fathers to be screened 
for prostate cancer, that would be ideal,” 
Backlund said. 
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Drawbacks
That said, the providers of mobile mammography recognize 
its limitations.

“There are a number of obstacles in using mobile mam-
mography,” said Mollie Williams, with Susan G. Komen for 
the Cure, a nonprofit that since 1995 has offered grants which 
help fund mobile mammography programs all over the coun-
try. For starters, Williams said they didn’t know of any studies 
showing mobile mammography resulted in increased compli-
ance and therefore, saved lives.

Plus, it’s expensive. Even though with the advent of digital 
mammography it’s easier to do than with film machines, which 
needed to be constantly recalibrated, it can often be cost-pro-
hibitive for many areas, Williams said. “Those who have ben-
efited from it themselves have been grateful they could get it 
in their neighborhoods or outside their workplace,” she added, 
“but whether it can really be scaled nationally is something to 
be determined.”

And there are known problems, such as losing patients to 
follow-up.

“It’s not just getting a mammogram that reduces mortal-
ity,” Williams said. “What studies have shown is you need 
regular mammograms. If a mobile unit comes to your neigh-
borhood this year, but not next year, are you going to get the 
mammogram next year? That’s a concern.”

Some features of the mobile mammography could make 

follow-up even trickier. For instance, Williams said that be-
cause the service is often not tied to a particular health institu-
tion, if there’s a suspicious finding and a patient needs to go 
in for additional views or an ultrasound, coordinating with the 
patient could be harder. 

“Institutions that use it need to be aware that it will take 
some additional legwork to keep up with those patients, com-
pared with those patients who come into a standing clinic all 
the time,” Williams said.  

Working with the community 
But providers say they’re working hard to minimize loss to 
follow-up. The most important strategy is working with a 
community partner, such as a church group, city council mem-
bers or local leaders. 

“We don’t go into an area without a community partner,” 
Fanus said of Swedish’s policies. “Those are the ones these 
people have the relationship with.”

AICF said it’s especially important to have a community 
partner for immigrants, many of whom are served by the foun-
dation’s program, as you have to convince them it’s not “a ploy 
to get your address and report that you’re undocumented.” 

Fanus suspects that using these methods, loss to follow-
up is quite small, less than one percent of screened patients. 
Though when it happens, “That’s not a good feeling,” Fanus 
said. “It’s actually quite scary.”

Backlund agrees that it’s one of the worst parts. “It’s frus-
trating,” she said, “when there’s an inconclusive finding from 
the mammogram, and there’s no way to contact the patient.”

Paying for care 
Of course, most mobile mammography programs are not free. 
The costs are usually picked up by private insurance or Med-
icaid, although low-income, uninsured women qualify for 
federal money administered by state governments that pay for 
mammograms and cervical cancer screenings and subsequent 
treatment, Swedish said.

Nonetheless, the convenience of mobile mammography 
is not only for underserved populations. “Corporations love 
me,” Fanus said. 

Swedish has partnerships with Microsoft and Boeing, two 
major Seattle-area employers, to bring mobile mammography 
trailers around. At Microsoft, where the coaches go for seven 
weeks, they screen almost 1,000 women.

“A woman who would normally leave work to have a 
mammogram done, that’s half a day’s productivity gone. I can 
provide the same service in a parking lot they get in a fixed 
site, in a 15-minute time slot,” Fanus said. “From a poductivity 
standpoint, it’s a really good deal for the corporations.” 
• Online: dotmed.com/dm14842

Brendon Nafziger can be reached by e-mail at  
bnafziger@dotmed.com.

For further coverage on medical trailers, visit us online at 
www.DOTmed.com and enter DM14869.
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DOTmed Registered Medical Trailers Sales & Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’ DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 14842]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.

Name Company - Domestic City State Certified DM100 
David Stopak A. Imaging Solutions Birmingham AL • •Joseph Shafe Assured Imaging Tucson AZ  
Carl Frank DBRS Medical Systems, Inc. Chino CA • 
Cindy Stockton Advanced Systems Services Inc. Upland CA  
Chris Ash Scanworks Centennial CO  
Sergio Cabrera TransPhoton Corporation Miami FL  
Rick Henderson MRI Depot, Inc. Winter Springs FL  
Orestes Hernandez Cardiosonx Laboratories, Inc. Medley FL  
Ron Ragan Medallion Medical Technologies, Inc. Naples FL • 
Jimmy Difiore T&D Machine Handling, Inc. Alpharetta GA  
Larry Brewer Oshkosh Specialty Vehicles Calumet City IL  
William King KING Equipment Services Inc Waukegan IL • 
Mark Koers Modular Devices Inc. Indianapolis IN  
Richard Dishman MPX Sales and Service, LLC Whitmore Lake MI • 
Jeff Rogers Medical Imaging Resources Inc. Ann Arbor MI  •Gene Parks HealthCare Imaging, LLC Asheville NC • 
Dan Wheeler Transtate Equipment Co. Raleigh NC  •Thomas Freund Oxford Instruments Carteret NJ • •Geoff Smith Medical Coaches, Inc. Oneonta NY  
Chris Barstow GM Freight Brook Park OH  
Fred Jackson Custom Trailerwerks.com Independence OR  
Jaime Redmon Crest Imaging Solutions, Inc. Dallas TX  
Marshall Shannon Image Technology Consulting, LLC DeSoto TX • • 
Michael	Webster	 Legacy	Medical	Imaging	 Ft.	Worth		 TX	 	
Carl Hoffman First Call Parts, Inc. Salem VA  
Mazi Zarrin Northwest Ultrasound, Inc. Kirkland WA • 
Paul Zahn Mobile MedTech Cottage Grove WI • •     
Name Company-International City Country Certified DM 100
Andres Fidalgo Medicentro Mindelo Cape Verde
Efthimios Tentolouris Tentolouris Trikala Greece
Hector Bedoya  Vascular SRL Lima Peru
Cenk Seyfeli 4G Technology & Medical Systems Ankara Turkey
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A Full Service Logistics & Transportation Company

www.solutionservices.us
732.657.7777

info@solutionservices.us

Serving the 
Industry on a 
Silver Platter

The most reliable, national Molecular Imaging service network

Uncompromised 
reliability, quality 
and value.

1.888.BCTECH1 (1.888.228.3241)
 www.bctechnical.com

Visit us at SNM / Booth #1301 

BC Technical, Inc., the largest non-OEM Molecular Imaging Solution Provider, is not affiliated with or endorsed by Philips, ADAC, GE, or Siemens. 
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The most reliable, national Molecular Imaging service network

Uncompromised 
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1.888.BCTECH1 (1.888.228.3241)
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BC Technical, Inc., the largest non-OEM Molecular Imaging Solution Provider, is not affiliated with or endorsed by Philips, ADAC, GE, or Siemens. 
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The most reliable, national 
Molecular Imaging 
service network

Whatever your imaging needs,
wehave the perfect solution.
Medical Imaging:
●Product &Parts Sales
●EquipmentMaintenance
●Equipment Repairs &Service
●Consultations

SpecialMRI Services:
●Cable &Connector repair / replacement
●ColdHeadSystem repairs
●Decomissioning
● Liquid Helium / Cryofill servicing
●Mechanical component repair
● Electronic component repairs
● Installation / Deinstallation
●Magnet Cool Down / Storage
●Replacement consumables

8350 NW 66 Street
Miami, FL 33166
(786)942-0421
info@dmesc.com
www.dmesc.com

ad 0708:Layout 1 5/29/2008 3:42 PM Page 1
MEDICAL SALES & SERVICES

marketplace & classifieds
These are some of the more than 100,000 listings on www.DOTmed.com on any given day.
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MEDICAL SALES & SERVICES

2900 Tuxedo Ave
West Palm Beach , FL 33405 

561-683-5000
SRLewisBTS@aol.com

www.brandontransfer.com

• Established 1919
• Can help from ground up
• No job too small or too big
• Interstate & international 
   crating & shipping
• Not just an everyday rigger - 
   WE CARE and we show it
• Family owned and operated
• Available for carribean travel

INSTALL 
& 

DEINSTALL

Endoscopic Repair, Service 
& Consultations, Sales

ETI’s Medivator Filter Line
We are pleased to announce the launch of ETI’s very own 
filter line.  All filters are OEM compatible for use 
with Minntech Medivator reprocessors.   

Repair Services
We offer our clients:

Free Scope utilization analysis
Flat monthly fee for equipment and services
ETI Loaner Program
1-year limited warranty on equipment and services
Competitive Pricing
Flat rate Rigid Repair

Call and request a 15% off coupon

Refurbished Olympus Endoscopes
1 year warranty.  Call Today for Quote!

EndoTechnologies, Inc.
6650 New Nashville Hwy. Suite 100, Smyrna, TN 37167

T. 866.813.0480  |  F. 615.220.0480  

www.endoti.com

Complete Engineering Services 
From Cyclotrons

Through PET & PET/CT

Your Nuclear Medicine Specialist

From room design 
through installation 
we engineer it all:

Modalities.

www.molecularsolutions.net

865.925.2701
Rigging

& transport
services

available through
Rowe Transfer

www.rowetransfer.com

CLASSIFIEDS RATE CARD
4 lines: $100
8 lines: $175
16 lines: $325

• Siemens Symphony

• Siemens Symphony     
    Mobile
Email: info@owenkane.com 

or Call 212-558-6600

Owen Kane Holdings, Inc.
29 Broadway
New York, NY 10006
owenkane.com
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PROTON
SERVICES INCORPORATED

776 Jernee Mill Road, Suite 120
Sayreville, NJ 08872

1 800 793-0190  Fax 732 238-1225
www.prosvcs.com  info@prosvcs.com

customers for choosing Proton

We install, sell and service all types of whole 
body diagnostic imaging scanners in 
New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, 
Florida, and Eastern Pennsylvania.

We now directly repair and asset manage
 the following modalities:

MRI
CT

X-Ray
R&F

Bone Densitometry
Mammography

Ultrasound
(we cover most manufacturers, please call for details)

We also service:
Chillers, Cameras, Processors,

and MRI Coils

We correct chronic and intermittant imaging
hardware problems, software problems, 

application problems, and assist with 
ACR Accreditations.

Helping American Industry Since 1883

www.rowetransfer.com 

865.523.0421

Expert Rigging and Transportation for all Medical 
Equipment from C-Arms to Cyclotrons.

Engineering
service available

through Molecular
Imaging Solutions

865.925.2701

Save Up To 50% on All 
Ultrasound Systems

Your #1 Source for Wholesale
Ultrasound Equipment

St. Petersburg, FL

Ontario, CA

Brick, NJ

The Leader in Professional 
Pre-Owned Imaging Equipment 

Sales and Service

We now offer Coast to Coast:
• Full Service Contracts
• Time and Material
• Preventative Maintenance

www.nationwideimaging.com

Sales: 732-262-3115 
sales@nationwideimaging.com

Service: 909-923-7887
service@nationwideimaging.com

New and Refurbished 
Equipment Sales

• Anesthesia Machines    
• Beds & Stretchers
• C-Arms        
• Defibrillators
• Disposables       
• EKGs     
• Exam Tables
• Infusion & Syringe Pumps
• Lab Equipment
• Medical Facility Furniture 
• Pain Management Tables
• Patient Monitors
• Stress Test Systems    
• Surgical Lights & Tables
• Ultrasounds    
• Ventilators
• And many other items

PULSEConsultants

513-646-3064

info@pulseconsultants.com
www.pulseconsultants.com

Reasonable Price, 
Quick or Good, 

Pick any two 

Toshiba

Nationwide OEM Trained Engineers

The Viable Alternative to OEM Service

HitachiSiemens

• Service
• Parts

• Installations
• Sales

www.viablemed.com
800-930-7958  •  661-373-1977

Call Us Today!
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CLASSIFIEDS RATE CARD
4 lines: $100 • 8 lines: $175

16 lines: $325

For more information on any of these
listings, visit www.dotmed.com and
enter the Listing # in any search box.
You can post a free classified ad on

DOTmed.com.
Just visit our website and register.

To run a classified in
DOTmed Business News

call 212-742-1200
Ext “Ads” (237)

Search Equipment[ ? ] 456102

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

908238 – Pharmacy Administration 
Kansas
Hospital Director level position for experi-
enced pharmacist. Fully staffed dept - 2 staff 
pharmacists and 3 certified pharmacy techs 
will make your job easy. Omnicell and Med-
itech exper. strongly preferred. 2-4 years Di-
rector level experience in similar size hospital 
Pharma dept. Benefits plus relocation. Salary 
$115K to $145K. More DOEBSN required, 
PharmaD preferred. 

899204 – Biomedical Administration 
California
The Account Coordinator is responsible for 
all aspects of service within her/his assigned 
account including the professional administra-
tion of the Equipment Management Program. 
All program duties and responsibilities filter 
through the Account Coordinator, and the 
facility impression of the success or failure 
of this program lies directly with this position. 
Professionalism, attitude, and the ability to be 
pro-active when dealing with problems or situ-
ations are a must.

908735 – CT Salesperson
Altima Diagnostic Imaging Solutions is now 
taking applications for CT and MR sales 
positions. Please upload your resume to our 
website. Mark Depew, Altima Diagnostic Imag-
ing Solutions.  
469-644-7063 x972

901169 – Biomedical Technician
Florida
Experienced rigid and flexible endoscope 
repair techs needed.
Todd Abrams, Rigid Repair Center. 
561-795-9770 

859221 – Ultrasound Salesperson
California
Seeking a stable, reliable, and loyal ultra-
sound salesperson. This individual should 
have excellent sales and communications 
skills. Experience with ultrasound equipment 
required. In the Bay Area. Spanish is a plus!
Mohamed El Baz, RC Medical Inc. 
206-650-8942

ADVertiSer INDEX

AFC, Industries Inc.  40 
www.afcindustries.com  

Altima Diagnostic Imaging Solutions  21 
www.altimadis.com 

Amber Diagnostics 42 
www.amberusa.com 

Ampronix Imaging Technology 5 
www.ampronix.com  

ANDA Medical 7 
www.andamedical.com 

Atlantis Worldwide, LLC 9 
www.atlantisworldwide.com 

Bay Shore Medical, LLC 11 
www.bayshore-medical.com 

C&G Technologies 35 
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CLINITEK Medical Solutions 38 
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www.ens-imaging.com 
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IMAGING

GE OB / GYN - Vascular Voluson 730 Pro This 
auction is for a 2004 GE Voluson 730 Pro with 
3D/4D capability, 4 probes, DVD recorder, CD 
recorder an CD player: AB2-7 Abdomen curved 
array RIC5-9 trans-vaginal prob SP6-12 for 
small parts imaging RAB4-8L for 3d/4d imaging 
ORIGINAL OWNER 3D/4D APPLICATION 
Comes with a brand new Sony DVD recorder, 
CD player and Recorder as well as a Sony 
Printer. Auction #16768 – sold for an imaging 
center in CA, $28,000.

BRAINLAB Stereotactic Radiotherapy M3 
This auction is for a BrainLab M3 Multi-Leaf 
Collimator. This unit was purchased brand new 
in 2005 and was in excellent working condition 
when taken out of service 2 years ago. This 
M3 Multi-Leaf Collimator was being utilized on 
a Varian Clinac 2100 with MLC. Please inquire 
for service reports, quotes for re installation & 
service by BrainLab. Buyer should have MLC 
with current Varian Linear Acclerator in order to 
have full integration. Software: IMRT & IMRS 
5.31 BrainSCAN Version 5.31 Revision 2.0 M3 
Micro-Multileaf Collimator User Guide Revision 
6.0 Patient Browser Version 1.1 User Guide 
Revision 1.0 PatXfer Data Transfer Version 
4.22 User Guide Revision 1.0 MLC Workstation 
PC DELL Optiplex GX270 3 MB SN41 VI Dell 
Optiplex GX270 BQJYF41 M3 MLC Accepted 
6/20/2004 Auction #15426 – sold for a hospital 
in U, $18,000.

MONITORS

DATASCOPE Monitor ACCUTOR + This 
auction is for a LOT of (11) DATASCOPE 
ACCUTOR + MONITOR SYSTEM. S/N A-
40770-D5 MFG date 2005 Software 60000, S/N 
A74352-I8 MFG date 1998Software 90510, S/N 
A727094-L2 MFG date 2002 Software C0000, 
S/N A740757-D5 MFG date 2005 Software 
C0000, S/N A725450-I2 MFG date 2002 Soft-
ware A0202, S/N A725445-I2 MFG date 2002 
Software A0202, S/N A74283-I8 MFG date 
1998? Software 90510, S/N A725658-J2 MFG 
date 2002 Software A0202, S/N A725465-I2 
MFG date 2002 Software C0000, S/N A-
20940-J1 MFG date 2001 Software N0100 One 
unit is broken and can be used for parts. Auc-
tion #16497 – sold for a hospital in CO, $6,500.

LABORATORY

MILES Tissue Processor Tissue Tek VIP This 
auction is for a Mile Tissue Tek VIP Unit was 
working at time of retirement. Upon being 
awarded the “Successful Bidder” a time will 
be given as to when the item is available for 
deinstallation (if needed) and pick up. You will 
be responsible for any cost incurred during 
this process, you must provide the required 

manpower and have a proper means of trans-
portation. The facility will not be providing any 
deinstallation services, labor or transportation. 
Auction #16165 -  sold for a hospital in TX, 
$1,000.

REHAB

ZIMMER Muscle Stimulator Sona 5 Ultrasonic 
Diathermy + Galva 5-M Muscle This auction is 
for a Sona 5 Ultrasonic Diathermy + Galva 5-M 
Muscle Stimulation Device. Manufactured by 
Zimmer MedizinSysteme This unit is brand new 
in a box. * Sona 5 Micro-Processor controlled 
ultrasonic diathermy device 2 Treatment Heads 
(0.8 MHz and 3MHz) User Manual * Galva 
5-M Muscle Stimulation device 1 Main Cable 1 
Patient Cable Hygienic Single-Use Electrodes, 
small Hygienic Single-Use Electrodes, large 2 
Pair Electrode Cables 1 User Manual * System 
Cart Features/Specifications: * Digital, quartz-
controlled Time Display * Coupling Display * 
Bar Graph. Auction #16742 – sold for a dealer 
in TX, $1,200.

FURNITURE

STRYKER Stretcher 1550 E.R. Stretchers This 
auction is for 5 Stryker stretchers and include: 
(3) Stryker 1010 Emergency Department 
Stretchers Renaissance Series. (2) Stryker 
1550 Emergency Department/PACU Electric 
Stretchers Synergy Series. All stretchers 
include IV Post and Clean, Pre-Owned Pads. 
Stryker 1010 stretchers include SAFR Patient 
Transfer Boards. Auction #17010 – sold for a 
dealer in NV, $2,995.

NEUROLOGY

RESPIRONICS Polysomnograph SLEEP LAB 
This auction is for a LOT of equipment from 
a sleep lab. Inventory is either new or slightly 
used. Please see inventory below: 2 Respiron-
ics Alice 3 Diagnostic Sleep System Calvin, 
Head Box, PPI2, (PPI1) Auxilary Input Attenu-
ator, All cables, 1 Oximeter, 2 Dell Computer 
systems w/ Flat screen 20” The computers 
have Alice3/5 Software, 4 Leads Set (used), 
CPAP Masks 10 Petit 30 Small 37 Medium 
20 Large Comfort Gel - Nasal Mask - w/HGR, 
Comfort Full 2 -Full Face Mask w/HGR 8 Small 
7 Medium 24 Large, Comfort Lite 2 Nasal 
Mask w/HGR 23 S/A 174 Cushions, Comfort 
Select w/HGR 22 S & SW, Opti Life - Mask w/
HGR 93 one size 142 Pillow Cushions, Leads 
3 Genuine Grass Gold Electrodes Pack of 10 - 
120” (EEG/EMG/EOG) 2 EEG Electrodes Pack 
of 10 - 48” General Leads 8 Leads 8 Leads 7 
Leads 11 Leads, 2 Snoring Microphone Alice 
3, Airflow Sensor, Thermister Airflow Sensor 3 
Large 2 Small, Nasal Thermister 1 Large Adult 
1 Small, Body Position Sensor 1 New 3 Used, 
4 Chest Effort Sensors, 2 Electrode Jumper 

Cable, Oximeter Probe 1 New 1 Used, 1 Digital 
Manometer, CPAP Tubing 9 6 Feet 4 18 Inch, 
Adult Sensor Wrap - Disposable 1 25/pack, Nu 
Prep - ECG & EEG Abrasive Skin Prepping Gel 
11 4Oz Tube, Safe Gauze 2 200/pack 2”x2”, 
Hypoallergenic Paper Tape 0.5 2” X 10Yard, 
Surgical Tape/Transpore Hypoallergenic 0.5 1” 
X 10 Yard 12/box, TEN 20 Conductive 1 8 Oz 
1 4 OZ, Adhesive Remover Wipes 1.5 50/pack, 
Adhesive Remover 1 Burnshine Products - 16 
Fl Oz., Cover Roll 2 2” X 10 Yard 1 4” X 10 
Yard, ECG Conductive Adhesive Electrodes 1 
530 series, Respi Soak Concentrate for Respi-
ratory Equip 2 32OZ, Sporicidin Disinfectant 
Towelettes/ Alcohol Free 1 180- 5” X 8”, Sani 
Cloth 1 65 /pack Germicidal Disposable Cloth, 
Q-Tips 0.75 6” Single Tippled Applicators, 
Other Free Items: 70 bottles of Lemon Prep 
Electrodes Chest Effort Sensors CPAP Masks 
Preparation small cups CPAP tubing connec-
tors Microphones High Tech connecting cables 
Heavy Duty Wires and More. Auction #15484 – 
sold for a laboratory, $5,400.

OPTHAMALOGY

BAUSCH & LOMB Vitrectomy Millennium 2000 
This auction is for a Bausch & Lomb Millennium 
microsurgical system. It has the programming 
for either Anterior or Posterior ophthalmic 
procedures. The modules and foot pedals are 
present for the anterior procedures which are 
ideally suited for cataract operations. Was used 
very briefly by the Military and decommissioned 
approximately 3 years ago. Since then it has 
been securely wrapped, but has recently been 
tested and in good working order. Includes 
owner’s manual, CD Program, modules for dia-
thermy, as well as foot pedals. Height (total) 56” 
142 (cm)Width: 26” (66cm) Depth 20” (51cm). 
Auction #16035 – sold for a broker in the UK, 
$2,000.

blue book price guide
Recent equipment and parts auctions on DOTmed with actual sale prices.

DOTmed 
Auctions

Want to auction equipment 
on dotmed.com? 

Contact an auction 
specialist.

212.742.1200, ext. 296 
or sales@dotmed.com.



iService
Quality MRI service – the cool choice 

www.oxford-instruments.com/mri

For further information contact us directly:
Tel: +1 732.850.9323 
Email: mriservice@oxinst.com 

Unbeatable international field service for magnets, cold 
heads and helium compressors – expertise you can trust
Choose Oxford Instruments – our 50 years experience with magnets means you get the very 
best service and technical support available. Make the cool choice!

MRI



Varian
Imaging 
Components

Going Digital Together.

25 Years of Flat Panel Research with Over 28,000 Units Sold!

www.varian.com/xray

Compatible: Reliable:


